Rally in support of equal rights f or all held in Waterville
'. •¦ ¦

Cons t it ution goes
t o referendum

Speaking from her position as both
a doctor in the Waterville community
and a homosexual, Campbell
described how she had been discriminated against because of her vociferous take on the issue. "Every time I've
spoken up, my mailbox has been
trashed ," she said adding "there has to
be a law to send a message to put a
stop to this."
From his vantage in the Waterville
business community, Nicholson
explained the problems associated
with Maine not taking a stand on
homosexual discrimination. He said
that young ed u cated Mai ners do n ot
want to work in Maine, and move out
of the state , because of the state 's lack
of diversity and ability to accept people of difference.
One of the main anti-discrimination law opposition groups, the
Civic Christian League, will- be
STEVEN WEINBERG/THE COLBY ECHO
holding a banquet-fundraiser on
Waterville area residents caucus after the panel discussion at the September 27 rally for equal rights, held by
October 7 in Augusta. For more
Maine Won't Discriminate. The event was organized in preparation for the November 8 vote on the issue.
information on this group, and a better articulation of their arguments in
value, and discrimination is bad for of these them es, an swering a f ew Bible. "I find it difficult to understand f avor of r ep eali n g the re ce n tly
questions from the crowd afterwards. how relig iou s peop le can be i n f avor passed gay rights legislation ' visit
Mai n e bu siness ," he said.
Rebutting many of the equal rights of discri minatio n as it appears to me," their website at www.cclmaine.org.
Waterv ille reside nts R ev erend
David Anderman, Dr. Diane legislatio n's critics who are from con- he said ref ere n cing "the Golde n ru le" No r ep resentatives f rom this group ,
Campbell , Ji m Nicholson, and Bill ser vative Christian g roups , Reverend and the Command ment to "lo ve thy or any similarly inclined one,
attended the panel discussion.
Walsh all prese nted argu ments in f avor Anderma n cited passages f rom the neighbor."

By STEVE WEINBERG
AN EDITOR IN CHIEF

V

V Last March, for the fourth time in a
d ecade , Maine's legisla ture p assed a
law making it illegal to discriminate
based upon one's sexual orientation.
Months later, also for the fourth time
in a decade, opponents to the law
organized a successful petition drive
forcing the legislation to referendum.
This Election Day, November 8th,
Elaine's voters will have the choice to
either repea l the legislation with a "yes"
vote or maintain it with a "no" vote.
Discriminate
Won't
ii Maine
(MWD), a state human rights gro up
hat has been heading up support for
^ qual
rights for homosexuals, orga^
nized a panel discussion about the referendum on the night of Sept. 27 in
Waterville. In a room normally used
as an exercise studio at th e University
REM Center at 93 Main St., the panelists each presented arguments for
why ending this legalized discrimination is in the state's interest.
Event organizer and Regional
Field Officer for MWD David
O'Heir said the event had three
focuses: "disc r imin atio n happe n s ,
discrimination is not a Christian

By KATIE HAMM
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Presidents' Council unanimously passed a revised
Student
Government
Association constitution at
its Sept. 25 meeting. The
Constitution will go to a referendum by the student body
before it is put into place.
The new constitution
makes three major changes:
the first giving Colby
Gardens a representative on
PC the second concerning
election guidelines, and the
third concerning changes to
SGA
Judiciary
theCommittee.
The current constitution
lists each hall and states that
one hall president comes
from each hall or cluster, not
leaving any possibility for
new halls or buildings to be
added..The proposed constitution adds Colby Gardens
to this list; it also makes it
easier to amend the constitution in the future.
"The biggest thing is getting a Colby Gardens representative on Presidents'
Council,"
said
SGA
Parliamentarian
Zach
Russem '06 in an interview.
Russem said that SGA is
"getting the ball rolling" in

College to kick-off ambitious campaign Former Senator 's speech
outlines America 's goals for
with weekend of events on campus
the twenty-first century
The kickoff weekend will begin at
"there are some people we think have
8 p.m; on Friday, Oct. 21- with dessert
the capacity to make special gifts."
NEWS EDITOR
\
The $235 million dollars raised receptions at The Johnson Family
will be dist ributed as f ollows: $113 Spa, the Strider Auditorium and in a
¦' The largest capital.campaign in the million to the endowment, $30 mil- heated tent on Dana Lawn. Following
By SAM MORALES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
history of the College, "Reaching the lion towards new building projects, the receptions there will be a fireWorld: A Campaign for Colby," will $86 million in unrestricted funds works presentation over Johnson
One of Waterville's most f am ous
officially begin on Oct." 21. The five- added - to t h e ge n era l bu dget a n d Pond. Ammons hopes that about 200natives returned home on Sept. 22 to
year campaign carries a goal of rais- another $5 million in restricted funds. 250 additional peop le (a mon g the m
give a lecture to the community in
ing $235 million, to be used in Unrestricted funds are made in the trustees and alumni) will come to
which he grew up, addressi n g the ro le
various ways by the College. The form of annual gifts, and about 50 campus that weekend to celebrate the
he bel ieves the U.S: should play in the
College Relations office is managing percent of alumni make such dona- campaign with the' students, fac u lty
world in the coming century.
and
staff
on
campus.
people
tions.
According
to
Ammons,
the campaign.
In a speech consisting of both remstudents
and
faculty
On
Saturday,
g
i
f
ts
"because
Even though the public phase of make these types of
i
n
isce
n ces a n d tho u g hts on the future,
panel
discussions
will
host
a
series
of
the campaign has yet to begin, the they trust the College to make good
former
U.S. Senator George J.
the
work
workshops/highlighting
and
quiet phase, which began two and a decisions with the money."
Mitchell
described his upbringing,
Of the $113 million going to the of students, faculty, staff and alumni.
half years ago, has already raised
life
in
politics
and vision for America
$106 million. According to Vice endowment, $50 million will be ear- "We wanted to find programs that
f
aces
as it
"the great threats of our
would give people an opportunity to
President for College Relations
i
time."
see the breadth of our academic proRichard Ammons, "The response has
After those who introduced the
gram," said Ammons. Saturday will
been very good."
Senator
lauded his impressive accomtrustee's
fall
also
play
host
to
the
the
co-chairs
of
the
campaign
are
'
plishments—including his representameetings and the dedication of the
Larry Pugh '56 and Bob Diamond '73.
tion of Maine for 15 years, from 1980
Alumni
Schnir-Swanson-Watson
According to Ammons, they are takto 1995, position as Senate majority
Building. That night there will be a
ing a large leadership role and making
leader from 1989 to 1995 and accepCampai gn Kickoff Celebration and
sure [the campaign] is a success."
tance of the Presidential Medal of
Dinner followed by a semi-formal
"The trustees have been very
Freedom in 1999—he was quick to
dance in the Wadsworth Gymnasium
enthusiastic about the college's ambiattribute the bulk of the responsibility
The
and
featuring
Jim
Ciampi
tions in the strategic plan," Ammons
for his success on his family and the
Kassman
Manhattan Nine at 9.
said. A component of this campaign is
values
instilled in him from his child- ,
expects that it will "be a fabulous
fo fund the goals set in that plan.
hood.
Following this recognition ,
weekend" and said the entire event
After assigning an initial monetary
Richard
Ammons
Mitchell began to discuss how his
was modeled after a similar celebragoal for the campaign, the College
Vice President for College
experiences in politics hns shaped his
.President
tion
that
took
place
for
Relations office reviewed the plan
Relations
present understanding of the issues
with Marts & Ludwig Inc., a consultAdnms ' inauguration. She described
facing America.
the weekend as "a huge showcase for
ing firm. Ammons snid that his office
Having helped
Colby."
will "review plans with Marts &
to secure peace in
"The kickoff will signal the imporLudwig periodically, but wc make our
Northern Ireland
marked for need based financial aid , tance of the [campaign] by bring ing
plans on our own."
Is
in the 1990s, he
the
College
largest
campaign
$25
million
for
faculty
support
the
"This
in
alumni
and
friends
of
,
$13.7
^
offered the obser'Colby's history, and it is the founda- million for academic nnd campus life together with faculty, students and
vation that "terror
tion of our aspirations for the coming and $25 million for facility mainte- staff for a celebration of Colby 's sucis a tactic , not an
Adnms.
nance.
Currently
the
college
,
developing
the
campus,
said
's endow- cesses and its future "
decadeenemy;" having
21
campus
strengthening the nendemic program, ment is mound $400 million ,
Following the Oct.
chaired
a commitof
the
hnd , perhaps above all else, making according to Ammons The endow- kickoff of the public phase
tee
investigating
sure that Colby remains ncccssiblc to ment is not large compared to other enmpnign , kickoffs will be held in
the origins of
students from all backgrounds nnd New England Small College Athletic Boston on Jan. 21 and New York City
,
Israeli-I'alcslininn
circumstances," said Association schools. According to on Jan. 26. Following those events
financial
violence, he stated
Vice President for Academic Affairs Ammons plans "to go to about 20
'president William D. Adams.
y In order to raise the funds, College and Dean of Students Janice Kassman communities and' talk about the camthat the seemingly
unsolviible conRelations targeted the people closest this is because "wc built a campus and paign ," focusing on areas with high
flict in thnt corner
to tho College, to make sure they were had to spend money on things like levels of Colby alumni. Ammons will
of the world is the
behind it. As the campaign continues, bricks and mortar." In order to move be inviting alumni , foundation s,
major source of
j hc men of people targeted for dona- the campus from downtown friends and family to contribute to the
antagonism in
tions will broaden. Ammons stated Waterville to its current Mayflower College from "Waterville to Seattle."
the Arab world
Yhnt the College asks every alumnus Hill address, the trustees were forced
•
against the U.S. Sena/or George J.
for
this
campaign
to
spend
some
of
the
endowment.
make
a
gift
mid
to
(
By BEN HERBST

It is his opinion that the most pressing
dangers facing this nation will coihe
from the convergence of three troubling developments: the proliferation
of nuclear, biological and chemical
weapons, the increase in terrorist
groups that are actively antiAmerican (and their rapid decentralization) and the rise in hostility
worldwide toward the U.S.
However, the Senator also offered
possible solutions to the concerns he
presented. He said that "alliances
among free nations must be repaired ,
renewed and reinvigorated" and that
improvements in U.S. intelli gence
capability are necessary to protect the
nation from terrorist acts. He said that
America's greatness comes not from
its military or economic strength; in
his view, America was a great country
long before it became the world
power that it is today because of the
ideals found in its culture and history.
By continuing with its journey of
ongoing self-improvement and working with vision for stability and the
extension of human 'and civil rights in
the world as a whole, America can
both progress toward pence and fulfill
its treasured ideals..

The trustees
have been very
enthusiastic
about the college's ambitions
in the strategic
plan.
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Zach Russem '06
SGA Parliamentarian

regards to a Colby Gardens
representative with the
expectation that' tlie constitution will be passed. SGA
President
Donnie
O'Cnllaghan '06 said he is
"leaning
towards
an
appointment process " for
the Colby Gardens Hall
President.
The proposed constitution also clarifies many
SGA
election
issues.
According to Russem, originally the SGA . VicePresident appointed the
E lection Commissi on an d
the Commission wrote election guidelines for that year.
These guidelines were then
passed by PC. The revised
constitution includes permanent election guidelines;
among these is one ensuring
that election campaigning
cann ot start un t il PC h as
approved the start date for
camp a ignin g, nn issue thnt
has caused controversy in
past elections. There is also
n "further defined definition
of campaigning,..which had
been a p oint of con tention in
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The biggest
thing is getting a Colby
Gardens representative
on
Presidents'
Council.

Continued on Page 3
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The ColbyEcho is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby College
on Thursday of each week the College is in session.
LETTERS
The Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially those within the immediate
community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to a current issue or
top ic at Colby. Letters are due by Sunday at midnight for publication the same week.
Letters should be typed and signed and include an address or phone number. The Echo
will not, under any circumstances, print an unsigned letter.
If possible, please submit letters in Microsoft Word or text format either on 3.5" disk
or via e-mail at echoffico1bv.edu . The Echo reserves the right to edit all submissions.

Editorials

The Editorials are the official opinion of the majority of the Echo staff. Opinions

expressed in the individual columns, advertising and features are those of the author, not
of the Echo.
Contact Us
For information on publication dates or to contact us about submitting an article,
please call us at (207)872-3349 or ext. 3349 on campus.
For questions about advertising and business issues, please call (207)872-3786, e-mail
ech.oa dsfficolhv.edu or fax (207^872-3555.

echo@colby.edu
207-872-3349
www.colby.edu/echo

First-year runs unopposed for City Council ,
to become youngest City Councillor in Maine
and neighborhoods as critically
important.
When he begins his three year
term, he will be the youngest cityHenry Beck's campaign for the councilman in the entire state.
2nd ward seat of the Waterville City However, Beck does not look at his
Council appears to be successful— age as any type of disadvantage.
even though the election is well over "Many people would like to change
a month away. The Colby first-year their age, either to be younger or
recently learned that the Republican older. It's not about age—but ability
and priorities. I underparty will not run a
stand the language
candidate against
and workings of govhim in the election.
ernment, and how to
"Even though
make
government
today I am unopwork for people. And
posed, I still plan
my priorities are the
on knocking on
same priorities, that
everyr.door - in my
the people in my
\^aTd'talieaf directneighborhood have."
ly the concerns of
Beck was not surmy neighbors. It's
prised
that
the
important I be visiRepublican Party did
ble and not take any
vote for granted. I
Henry Beck W not muster any candidates to oppose him in
have an obligation
Dem ocratic candidate for
Waterville
City
Council,
the
November eleche
to earn support,"
2nd Ward
tion.
"Republican
said in. a recent
politicians don't know
interview.
how to stay in touch
Beck lists invigorating the local economy to add jobs with a neighborhood like mine. Thus,
as a top priority, along with oversee- Republicans hardly run candidates in
ing the consolidation of the Waterville."
In the end he knows that "it's not
Waterville and Winslow schools districts. Also, he considers protecting about opponents, but what [he] can
pay for firefighters and cops, and accomplish on the City Council."
ensuri ng pro grams for kids , families

By BEN HERBST
NEWS EDITOR

Even though
today I am
unopposed, I
still plan on
knock on
every door in
my ward ...

: Off-camp us community Evaluation system f or %
; requests higher stipends Dea ns off ice discussed
By CARLA JACOBS and
BEN HERBST

CONTRIBUTING WRITER & NEWS EDITOR

As gas, heat and other costs of living increase across the nation, students living off-campus face the
difficulties of meeting these costs, in
addition to the rising tuition expense
of a Colby education.
Rory Kelly '06, a student who currently lives off-campus, raised the issue
during
the
Community Forum
at the Sept. 18
Presidents' Council
meeting. At the
meeting, Kelly said
that to the best of
his knowledge, even
has
as :¦ tuition
increased considerably, stipends have
not.
However,"
according to the Dean ot Students
office, the stipends have increased by
'
about $200 a year.
In an interview, Senior Associate
Dean of Students Paul Johnston maintained that "the stipends do go up
annually to reflect tuition changes."
He explained that each year, the
Board of trustees reevaluates the

Colby can't adequately house
and feed us for
$2,500; I don't
think we can.

.
By CARLA JACOBS
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The semester closing of Roberts
Dining Hall has left many students
aggravated and annoyed by the overcrowding and wait in the school's
remaining dining halls, Dana and
Foss. To try to alleviate some of this
traffic, breakfast, lunch and (dinner
hours have all been extended, and a
new "Grab and Go" option has been
added at the Spa for lunch.
Students have mixed reviews about
how effective the extended hours have

[The Grab-andGo option] has
helped with the
lunch crowds at
Foss and Dana.
It is doing exactly what we had
hoped it would.

been in reducing waits. Brian
Huntington '0? stated, "The extended
hours have been really helpful in giving me extra time to eat after crew
practice when it 's not so crowded."
Amy Makowiccki '08 hns heeded the
dining service 's advice to come during non-penk hours. She stated, "The
wait hasn 't been too bad, but I also
always avoid rush hours."
While some view the extra hours ns

;>7'' ' '7777 l'i)' 7;7^7' l .7J.7 :7''';77;.777'.\ ; v v ',:lfv ¦. > ' ' ¦' 7..'77'-7r/\t 7 ;• .••<¦ ¦'• •';¦ i¦ ' ' '. ¦7.v .7 '¦> ' ¦.¦

Winslow

We aren't trying
to get anyone
fired, it's just a
way to help
them do the
best job they
can.

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Varun Avasthi

:

Continued on Page 4

tors alike, Klaus pushed to have the
system run by the SGA itself.
FEATURES EDITOR
Depending on the reception and success of the program, the College ' '
Council
passed
a
could then adopt it and run it in the ;
• Presidents'
motion at their Sept. 18 meeting to future.
"Part of the job description [of the '
create a Student Government
Association-run system for evaluat- Dean of Students' Office] is helping J
ing staff in the Dean of Students' students arid being a reference for •
students, so they should be held '
office. '
The motion, brainchild of Daria accountable to students. They should
President
be held accountable
Hall
up and down,"71
Michael Klaus '07,
Klaus said.
was
originally ,
The evaluation ;
passed last spring,
forms, written by J
but was not impleKlaus and modeled
mented because of
on the forms that are "
confusion concernused to evaluate "
ing the administraHall Presidents, will
tion of such a
be available online
survey. As Klaus
on the SGA website1 ''
explained at the PC
for students who "
meeting, the chanchoose to use them/
nels through which
If
*
Feedback will be '
such a form would
. Michael Klaus '07 sent straight to the.r
have to go in order
Dana Hall President
for the College to
Dean it concerns. ~administer it are too
"We aren't trying^
time-consuming
to
get anyone'J
without proof that the system will fired," Klaus said. "It's just a way to
work. Furthermore, though a form help them do the best job .they can."
Vice President for Student Affairs
could be drawn upi the school is
and Dean of Students Janice Kassman
under no obligation to use it.
Believing that it was an important
resource for students and administraContinued on Page 4
'

By ANNIE KEARNEY

Bob's renovations cause long lines and frustrations,
but promise long-term improvements in dining

Director of Dining Services

¦
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stipends plan and puts it into its budget plans for the upcoming year. This
meeting occurs every year in October.
As explained by Johnston, the
stipends have been going up in proportion to the rising tuition. For
example, the off-campus stipends
have gone up from $2,370 a semester
hi 2004-2005 to this year's rate of
$2,490 a semester. This change
reflects the rising tuition and living
costs.
Despite
these
changes, Kelly contends that these raises .are simply not
enough. He pointed
to the rising costs of
living; "Colby can't
adequately house
and . feed us for
$2,500; I don't
Rory Kelly '06 know why they
think we can. I pay
Student
about $650 a month
in rent, oil, electric,
water and Internet. 1 want $1,000
more a semester. I think that is a conservative figure, and I think my
$40,000 a year in tuition should be
able to cover it," Kelly said in an
interview.
"Basically, off-campus residents

•

helpful, others don 't think they make
a difference. Alexis Heimann '07
explained, "I haven't really used the
extended hours. I have a set time I eat,
and that hasn't changed this year."
Despite recommendations by dining
services that students try to eat during
l ess crow d ed times , students tend to
stick to their schedules.
In addition , the "Grab-and-Go"
option hns been received positively by
students. This allows customers to
choose nn item from a menu, nnd tnkc
a bag lunch to go with little or no wait
time. According to Director of Dining
Services Varun Avasthi , the option has
been popular , nnd is used by 250-275
students on average each dny. Avasthi

Citation

explained , "It has hel ped with the
lunch crowds at Foss and Dana. It is
doing exactly what wc had hoped it
would. It has been received very well
by the student body."
Angela Martinclli '08 feels that
"the 'Grab-and-Go ' option has
worked out really well. It gives me a
chance to get something quickl y
between clnsses, and I love eating outside. When I went, they had really
good Chicken Caesar Salads."
Despite these efforts to shorten
waits , d urin g p eak hours , lines have
be en fnirly lon g, "Sometimes the wnit
is miserable. But it hasn 't .bcen a maj or
inc onvenience, j ust annoyin g," sai d
Huntin gton. This, is especially the ense

in the Foss Dining Hall. As Heimann
explained , "The wai t i s really more
frustrating in Foss than Dana. It's not
very strategically set up." How ever,
many students complain that this has
always been a problem in the Foss
Dining Hall , and although waits are
wors e this y ear , there are always long
waits during peak meal times.
Although the waits have been a little long, Avasthi feels thnt there is
nothing more the school can do to
shorten the wait. He commented ,
"Other than ask students to alter their
meal times wc cannot do a whole lot
more. We arc not running out of food

Cont i nue d on Page 4

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log

Date:
Time:
' 2:30 n.in.
9/22/05
9/22/05
2:30 a.m.
Medical Response
9/23/05
12:00 a.in .
Citations (7)
9/23/05
1 :30 a.m. '
Larceny
9/23/05
11 -.00 n.m.
Vandalism
; 9/23/05 .
11:25 a.m.
Suspicious Person
. Medical Response
9/23/05 •
9:45 a.m.
Citation
9/23/05 . 10:45 a.m.
9/23/05
11:00 p.m.
Citation
9/24/05
2:00
Citation/Trespassing
n.m. '
Citation
9/24/05 '
1:30 n.m.
Vandalism
9/24/05
9:51 a.m.
9/24/05
7:00 p.m.
. Citation
Citation
9/24/05 ,
9:3 1 p.m.
9/24/05
9:45 p.m.
Citations (3)
.
11:24 p.m.
M edicnl Response ' 9/24/05
Medical Response ' 9/24/05
11:57 p.m.
Medical Response
9/25/05
12:13 n.m.
Vandalism
9/25/05
1:00 n.m,
Citation
9/25/05
1:30 a.m.
Nature:

ADAM MUSIAL/THE C0LBV ECHO

Students wait in linefor the International station at Dana Dining Hall during the lunchtime rush. Since
Roberts Dining Hall is closed semester, an extra strain has been p laced on Dana arid Foss Dining Hall.

Locat ion:
West Qund
West Qutul
Outside West Quad
Hillsi de area
Alfond Apis, lot
Outside Williams Hall
Taylor Hall
Outside Alfond Apts.
Alfond Apis.

AMS Hnll

Outside AMS Hall
• Foss Hall
Heights Hnll pntio"
Dnnn Hnll
Heights Hnll
Leonard Hall
Leonard Hnll
Perkins-Wilson Hall
Alfond Apis.
Mnry Low Hall

Disposition:
Deans Office
Health Center
Deans Office
WTVL Police
WTVL Police
Security
MaineGeneral
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Denns Office
Deans Office .
Deans Office
Deans Office
Denns Office ;
MoineGencral
Health Center
Health Center .
Deans Office
Deans Office

Comments:
Noise complaint
Alcohol
Drug violations
Stolen bicycle- RECOVERED
Right front tire slashed
Person escorted off campus
Alcohol
Open container
Open container/ failure to comply
Vandal ism nnd tres p assin g
.O pen container
Air hockey ta ble and phono damage
Open container
Open container
' Unregistered parly/ disorderly conduct
Alcohol
^Alcohol
Alcohol
. ' Glass broken out of front door
Simple assault/ harassment

^m A uiviu cilv iS^ , 6UU3
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Colby students teach in underp rivileged areas
By MELISSA MURRAY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Many seniors on campus find themselves lost as to what to do after graduation in May. Since 1990, the answer
for 70 of those Colby graduates has
beeb Teach for America, a national
2orps comprised of recent college
graduates teaching in low-income
school districts around the country.
One of those recent graduates,
Ernma McCandless '04 who is currentl y teaching > in the Rio Grande
valley in Texas, will be coming to
campus on Oct. 3 to recruit students
for the program. "Being a TFA corps
member is an incredibly rewarding
and challenging experience. My sixth[grade students break my heart and
make me laugh on a daily basis, and
they also try my patience and stress
me out beyond belief every day. It's a
roller coaster to be sure, but I don't
regret joining the Corps and haven't
ruled out staying in the Valley beyond
my
two-year
commitment,"

America was able to pl ace 96 percent
McCandless said of her experience.
of accepted appli"Colby has a longcants in their
standing relationship
highly preferred
with
Teach for
sites, and 99 perAmerica. Currently
cent in their highfour '04 and '05
ly preferred or
Colby alumni are
preferred sites.
serving in the corps
Applicants also
(in the Rio Grande
indicate
their
Valley, Camden, NJ, •
preferences for
the Mississippi Delta
teaching different
and on a reservation
grade levels and
in South Dakota) and
subjects on intermany more Colby
alumni are also alumview day," said
S h a r o n
ni
of
TFA,"
McMonagle '06
McCandless said.
"Colby
stuCurrently, TFA
dents are proven
places in 22 regions
leaders with a hisin both urban and
tory
of success.
rural settings and
'04
Emma McCandless
We
are
all here
commitments last for
Teach for America
because someone
two years. Students
taught us. Many
are able to indicate
where they would
of us can probably
like to work, and while they are not remember teachers who had a real
always placed there, more often than impact on our lives, who turned us on
not they are. "This past year, Teach for to learning and helped shape who we

Colby has a longstanding relationship with Teach
for America.
Currently four
'04 and '05 Colby
alumni are serving in the corps
and many more
Colby are also
alumni of TFA.

have become," said McMonagle.
"Teach for America offers you the
chance to make that difference in
someone else's life. Teach for America
offers Colby students a way to make a
concrete and immediate impact on the
educational prospects of students.
Through their time in the classroom,
corps members gain the experience
and network to effectively tackle the
challenges facing low-income communities from whatever field they ultimately pursue," she added.
'
Students interested in the program
should attend the Oct. 3 informational
meeting, or visit www.teachforamerica.org. Application deadlines are Oct.
30, 2005 and Feb. 17, 2006.
Recently, the Goldfarb Center for
Public Affairs and Civic Engagement
organized a campus-wide fundraising
effort in response to Hurricane
Katrina. The funds raised were donated to TFA in support of programs displaced from the Louisiana area by the
hurricane. The Center raised around
$16,000 to send to TFA.

referendumfor SGA constitution, students to vote
SGA: Presidents'Counciluna nimouslypasses
Continued From Page 1
past years," Russem said.
The role of the SGA Judiciary
Committee becomes more important in the proposed constitution.
"Previously
the
Judiciary
Committee had no power of
enforcement," Russem said. In the
revised document, the Committee
has the final say on the ruling of the
constitution and on all campaigning
and election issues. "It's one body
that interprets all the rules,"
Russem said. "It's a flaw that's been
in there for years," Russem said.
The Judiciary Committee will
also have more control over
impeachments. Previously the
Committee would make a recommendation to PC, but PC could then
amend/that recommendation. "Then
Presidents'.(council can do whatever
they want. It's a flaw'that 's been in
there for years," Russem said.

In the proposed constitution , the "People had questions that we
SGA President will appoint mem- addressed and came to an underbers of the body by Sept. 30 for that standing."
Russem emphaacademic year. In
sized that many of
the current conthe changes were in
stitution it is the
last spring's produty of the outgoposed constitution,
ing president to
but that constitution
choose members
did not take effect
for the following
because the miniyear; but "Cat and
mum number of stuAdelin neglected
dents failed to vote
to do that for this
on the referendum.
year," Russem
Russem,
SGA
said, and it has
Secretary Tom Testo
been a problem in
'07, East Quad Hall
other years. If the
President
Dan
proposed constiZach Russem '06 Melega '07, Dana
tution passes for
SGA Parliamentarian
Hall
President
this
year,
Michael Klaus '07
O'Callaghan will
and Class of 2008
make the appointments for this academic year in the v Representative Tim Williams all had
near future, Russem said7 ; 7, ... :.,,.... a role in rewriting the constitution,
"Everyone [on PC] is in favor of Russem said.
The student body will have the
it in its entirety," Russem said.

Everyone [on
PC] is in favor
of it in its entirety...People had
questions that
we addressed
and came to an
understanding.

chance to vote for the referendum
on Monday, Oct. 3. Students can
vote through the SGA website
(www.colby.edu/sga) starting at 8
a.m. on Monday. Voting will be
open through at least Tuesday
O'Callaghan
said.
evening,
According to the current constitution, one quarter of the student body
must vote in order for the referendum to pass or fail; with 2,074 students (including those studying
abroad) at Colby, according to the
Registrar 's Office, 519 students
must vote. In order for the constitution to be ratified, two-thirds of
those voting must be in favor of it.
"The two most important initia- '
lives in this new constitution are the
inclusion of Colby Gardens representation on Presidents' Council and

a smoother election process by way

of permanent election guidelines.,"
Russem said.
,
.

Bonfires on Runnals cause
concerns from Security
fires on the hill, Chenevert said that
the College gets many complaints
EDITOR IN CHIEF
from neighbors because of the fires.
High school students using drugs on
The bonfires that are occasionally Runnals is also a problem,
held on Runnals Hill are causing prob- Chenevert said.
lems for students who want to enjoy
If a group wishes to use any part of
some s'mores and cheeseburgers.
College property for a bonfire, they
On Monday, Sept. 12, students must apply for a fire permit through
gathered to barbecue around a fire to Security and Student Activities,
celebrate a friend's birthday, said Chenevert said. "It's a state law that
Amanda Hilton '07. A little before 9 you need a permit,".he said.
p.m., Security officers appeared with
Waterville Fire Captain Jeff
flashlights, asking for identification Erickson stressed that a permit is necfrom the students. "I thought it was a essary, but said that the city is somejoke," Hilton said. Kelly Bakulski '07 times hesitant in giving out permits
said that'there were
because of the his'
about 15 students
tory of burning
when
present
couches and other
Security arrived.
such items on
Colby Security
Runnals.
mentioned calling
"I just think- it
the Waterville Fire
would be good to
Department, Hilton
have a place on
campus to have
said, but relented.
There was alcohol
those fires because
present—two 30
it's something peoracks—but none of
ple like to do; it's
it was opened,
safe, we didn't want
according to Hilton.
to raise Hell,"
The
Security
Hilton said.
officers asked the
"I would just like
students to go to the
to see the policy
security office, but
changed," Bakulski
said. "Maybe Colby
first separated the
three
Head
Amanda Hilton '07 could find some
Student
way to make this
Residents that were
there and spoke
happen . I didn 't
even realize it was
with them alone.
illegal."
The students were
Bakulski sent out a General
all issued written warnings and not
citations, Hilton said, "because it was Announcement warning all students
a birthday party and we were cooper- about the possible consequences of
ative." Hilton noted that it was ironic having bonfires on Runnals. "I just
that "Fire Safety" was not checked figured it was something that hapoff as a violation on the written Warn- pened and they turned the other
cheek, but I guess not," Bakulski said.
ings they received.
Director of Security Peter
Chenevert said that Security was
"tipped off that something was going
to be happening up there." Chenevert
Now Hiring Reps; B°<*|»&::
agreed that all the students were very
Organize Small firoup Free Sfals
Best Fights
„ ^.^.Traye^ Free!
cooperative.
'
While students may find it illogical that' Security has a ' problem with

By KATIE HAMM

I just think it
would be good
to have a place
on campus to
have those fires
because it 's
something people like to do;
it's safe, we didn 't want to raise
Hell.
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Colby security dispatcher turned Colby Gardens shuttle driver Benny Foster.

.
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resentment for having to live in the cult on another level while he tells
former-convent off campus, out on me how he just about knows every
their morning chauffeur.
student's name who he drives each
No, he tells me, and suggests that morning. He says there is one or two
Benny. So how was your week- they all have their own breakfast and ' more he has to learn, but once it gets
end?
coffee at the Gardens' private conti- colder and walkers want rides, he
Student: Lots of work.
nental breakfast, and arc thus well should have them all down.
Benny.Always nil kinds of work ,
"But wc miss you at the Echo] " I
adjusted for the morning commute.
[pause] , .
"Not one," he says and ndds with tell him, though he politely changes
Benny: Got a lot of classes today? some soft laughter, "they're all so tho subject by asking about how
Student: Only the normal , three.
nice,"
graduated Echo editors are doing in
i|S
,
I, and most other Echo staffers, the working world.
• [po <0
Benny: Decent day today...
know Benny best not as the Gardens , As we pass by the now-home of
In the morning I nm a ragged mess Shuttle driver, but as the security the Ursiline sisters and pull into their
of n person. Without the aid of coffee, guard who works dispatch . Tuesday former home, the one student hops
I regularly snap nt anyone who dares
out of the van , waves goodbye and
ask me the simplest question. Ana1, if
walks into, the Gardens ,
Idon't snap, then I just mumble unin•There is an awkward, pause for a
telligi ble mumbles until the questionmoment, but it is quickly filled when
er gives up. I lose a lot of friends in
Benny informs me thnt this shuttle is
the morning i\m\, more oilcn than not,
tho old Jitney.
my afternoons are spent apologizing
"But wasn 't the old Jitney all
to these former friends nnd , hopefulbanged up?" I nsk him.
ly, gaining them bnck.
"Oh, we put some work into it,"
1
wns
surprised
This
in
min
d,
he,answers.
|
encounterin g Benny Foster, Colby
So, alter it quick tour of the
security guard nnd morning driver
Gordon* where Benny walks me
for t he Colby Gardens shuttle, on a
through where he walks eoch mornrecent Monday morning, He wasn 't
ing to m«ke sure nothing is out of
just happy, but pleasant, nnd more
p lace each morning, we got bnck Into
than willin g to make the kind of,
tho "C.G. Shuttle " and head back to
morning small talk (let the above ni ghts while wo stay up nnd publish, ' ' campus. As we pass by the relocated
account be tin example of this) with the pnper each week. He 's been ; homo of the Ursiline nuns 1 ask if lie
any and every . Colby student who known to offer us Security's coffee, n over picks up any nuns by accident in
/lopped in his van.
seemingly endless supply of popcorn the morning.
•
"No nuns," ho answers, not quite
; "I havenlt met n student that 's and even on' .the rare and fantastic
grumpy," Benny tolls mo as th e occasion to order us pizza while wc sure why I would «slc a question like
answer to the first question I nsk work through tho night. This semes- thnt , "but thoy always wave to mo in
upon taking .shotgun in the shuttle,
ter we've missed him and , frankly, the morning."
"l'ver?" I nsk in 'disbelief . that wondered where he'd gone. .
these poor students living in Colby
Encountering him this morning, it
Gardens wouldn 't express thoir was great to set) him again, but diffi- ,

By STEVEN WEINBERG
AS EDITOR IN CHIEF

Lessons learned
from driving the
Colby Gardens
shuttle from
5:45 a.m. to 2
p.m. five days a
week.
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WGSS lecturer p onders "p hilosoph ical neglect " Police investi gate flasher
global justice, and human rights in sp eech
suspect after incident
By MELISSA MURPHY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Professor Alison M. Jaggar, a
feminist p h i losophe r fro m t h e
Un iver sity of Color ado at Boulder
lectu red stu dents on wom en 's poverty, global justice and human rights
on Friday, Sept. 23. The event was
entitled "The P oorest of the Poor,"
and was co-sponsored by the
Philosophy Depa r t m ent , a n d the
Women's, Gender, and Sex uality
Studies program.
- Jaggar argues that while not all

perform nearly two-thirds of its work
hours, receive one-tenth of the world's
income and own less than one-hundredth of the worl d's property," she
said , citing a 1980 United Nations
Report.
The lecture focused on the reasons
su rrou n di n g t h e "philosophical
neglect" of feminization of the
world's poverty. Among these arguments, Jaggar focused on the fact that
m an y believe the distrib ut ion of
poverty is irrelevant; the world must
focus on poverty as a whole. Jaggar
explains that some philosophers
attribute the gap in poverty to natural

exclusively local cau ses, its appear- this, the fami ly produces a large
ance worldwide would be an inexplic- - amount of products that are now globable coincidence. " The fact th at alized. This causes women to look for
fem a l e poverty is so widespr ead more labor with longer hours. Such
across the globe el im inates any notion products that did not used to be globthat it is due to local cultures. alized include: mass production of
However, there is a time when the food and clothing, and "increased
ef fect of local cu ltur es helps to wors- flexibility" of th e global labor force.
en the female condition. Societies that Because of these things, women are
are decidedly conservative, such as forced to take on' extra burdens in
Afghanistan or Iraq, where the add ition to their original role and yet
woman's role in public society is so they receive no more of the world's
' '• ' '
debased , poverty levels are increased. ¦ resources to aid them .
Family, then, plays a large role in
figuring out why women are so much
more impoverished than men. While it

eliminated one suspect .and are look
ing at others. "We have been aggres
'
FEATURES EDITOR
sively pursing it since the firs
Since students arrived on campus incident," Bonney said.
for the fall semester, there have been • Bonney urged people to jog in pair:
three reported incidents of the same and take practical precautions; evei
suspicious person spotted on the roads after the suspect is apprehended. '.'
around the College. During one of the think some people come to Maine an<
incidents, on Sept. ' 15, the' person relax, thinking it's safe, and it usualh
exposed himself to three female stu- is, but we want people to be cau
dents who were jogging the Three nous." He said that anyone who see,
Mile Loop. - The Colby Department of something suspicious should report i
'
Security, which received the initial to the police.
has
The
College
out tw<
'"seht
reports, turned' 'tlie case over to the
students
of
the
prob
warning
emails
hVaterville Police Department.
and
has
also
encouraged
report
[ Detective William Bonney of tlie lem,
iWaterville Police Department, who ing. "All the people ,who hav<
has been assigned to the case, said reported to us so far did the righ
that the suspicious person has been at thing. They did an excellent job ant
Colby the last three Thursdays. came to Security immediately," saic
Additionally, the Colby Department Assistant Director of Securitj
of Security has a record of a similar Christine Cuevas.
Cuevas reiterated the safety' pre
suspicious person around campus on
Aug. 28. The suspect is described as a' cautions given in the Sept. 23 e-mai
male between 5'8" and 6'1," 175-200 sent to all students: jog with' a friend
lbs, with dark brown or black hair and bring a cell phone, be aware of youi
a beard and mustache. The suspect is surroundings, and do not jog aftei
dark. Students who have seen suspiisually wearing a hat and shorts.
Bonney said that a man matching cious activity should immediately
hat description has also been reported report it to Colby Security at ex.'3345
n other places around the Waterville or to the Waterville Police at'872urea. So far, Waterville police have 5551.

By ANNIE KEARNEY.
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DININGmkMtudents on campus dealwith
long linesandnew options for mealchoices

DANA EISENBERG/ THE COLBY ECHO

Professor Alison M.,Jaggar, a f eministp hilosopher yfrom the University of Colorado, delivering her lecture: "The Poorest of the Poor " on Sep t. 23 and
&
discussed the.reasonswhy
' iheWdmeri'
s, Gender, and Semff ity S' f adies- p' m g ? a my J Hlecture
was co-sponsored by we Philosophy DepWtmenTand
. .. ,,- .
womenfind themselves'in greater poverty' than most riieri.'
women can be categorized as poor, as
some of the wealthiest people in th e
world are women, we .cann ot call th e
global trend of poverty among women
a coincidence. She argues that economics play a key role. "1 suggest that
a major cause of women's disproportionate impoverishment is the basic
structure of the global economic
order." Jaggar followed up with several staggering statistics, "Women constitute half the world's population ,

weakness. However, "Women tend to
be stronger than men on many physical di m en sion s; they ten d to be better
at surviving starvation, exposure, disease and fatigue and to have greater
endurance and longer lives," she said.
The ability to endure starvation and
disease could be a contributing factor
to the poverty gap.
• Jaggar also refuses to believe that
feminist poverty is the fault of local
cultures. "If women's poverty had

is not considered to be an economic
institution, it is one of the key players.
"Households produce an enormous
volume of goods and services for their
members, most of it through the
unpaid labor of women," Jaggar
explained , saying also that women are
also the primary caretakers of children. The next generation of laborers,
and in essence the children are the
ones who will take on the economy
upon coming of age. In addition to
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equi pment to prepare a wider array
of food. The facility needed renoContinued From Page 2
vating due to the age of the building. The seating area will be
unified
as opposed to separate.
constantand have been replenishing
s]
will
be a better environly, however we have to face the fact [Bob'
that it takes a certain amount of time ment to dine in that is current with
for a student to get through the line to tren ds an d will be adaptab le wel l
the seating area. We are not rushing into the future."
Students are looking forward to
anyone through as we do not want to
make the dining experience uncom- these renovations, but at th e same
fortable or uninviting for our cus- time, miss having Bob's to look forward to this fall. "I am a die hard
tomers."
Martinelli agreed, stating, "the Bob's fan, I really miss the atmosj
"Grab-and-Go' option is a good idea, phere. I liked it the way it was, bup
and I can't think of much else they the plans sound amazing, and will
can do. The lines are long, but they help with turnover and make Bob's a
are not too bad, and going at odd more desirable place to eat," said
times has worked really well for me." Heimann. Overall, the Bob's dining
Nonetheless, the wait, is for a hall renovations are welcomed by
good cause, as the Bob's renova- students as a needed improvement to
. ,.tions will benefit the entire school campus dining.
community. As Avasthi said: "The
renovations will provide a nicer
dining hall and more updated

DEAN: PCwants evaluation system for deans OFF-CAMPUS: Studentsneeo'moremoney
Continued From Page 2
said that the feedback was a "reasonable thing to do. Anytime we can get
feedback, we welcome it."
Kassman did note that one of the
worries was that the role of the Dean
of Students might cloud feedback.
"We wanted to make sure (he nature
of the job wasn't confused with the

person," she said. We get to do
everything from the ridiculous to the
sublime."
The Dean of Students feedback
form will be up on the SGA website
within the next month. Feedback is
optional and is for rating both the
encounter and the Dean.
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Vice President for Student Affairs and
Dean of Students Janice Kassman.
She continued , "We would like to
are concerned about the affbrdability have more students on-campus and
of living off-campus, especially due less off."
to increased gas and oil prices," said
Cheah, along with Johnston, also
Kaitlin Herlihy '06, the off-campus maintained that they have not received
representative to the Presidents' any prior complaints from students
Council.
who cither felt forced to live off-camKelly also commented on the fact pus or had a problem with the stipend.
that due to overcrowding, there realHerlihy and Student Government
ly is no room on campus for any Association
President
Donnic
additional students, so off-campus O'Callaghan '06 said that they are in
living is made almost a necessity. the research stage and gathering inforHe remarked , "The College is beg- mation to . take to the appropriate
ging us to live off-campus, because deans. O'Callaghan commented that
they 'don 't have enough room here, he would like more information about
but they aren 't even making it what formula is used to decide the
affordable for us."
off-campus housing rebate.
"If word gets out that it is signifiJohnston also explained that the
cantly more expensive to live off- Dean of Students office has no control
campus, in addition to the risks and over this situation. Once a notion is
maintenance , people might stop living brought up at President's Council, the
off-campus. And if this happens , decisions come only from the
where would the school put us?" trustees. The board meets four times a
Herlihy said. From information gath- year, and during their October meetered from students currently living ing they approve their budget , which
off-campus, she estimate's that some goes into effect for the next school
residents rirc paying between $1,000 year. The budget is already set for this
nnd $2,000 beyond what is covered ycor, so it will not be changed. The
by the tuition rebates.
soonest changes could go into place
Director of Housing Kim Cheah would be for the 2006-2007 school
countered Kelly 's assertions in say- year.
ing, "Wo don 't force people off-enmKelly feels that tho school should
pus, It just happened that this year wc restructure this budget in order to
had a significantly lower number of accommodate this pressing need. Ho
students that wanted to live off-cam- commented , "Colby might have to cut
pus." Johnston attributed , this back on $200,000 cement walls that
decrease in ofi-cnrnpus students 1 to were designed by a 'famous' someone
the many new renovations in dorms and give less money to joke clubs
that have made living on campus a thnt were only started so kids could
"good deal."
buy themselves beer and or even san"We want students to live on cam- dals with tho club finances."
pus for four years, living olV-campus
is nn excoption-not tho rule," said
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Echo Biennial on
your mind?

/

Or y o u r b r a i n ? P r e p a r e
y o u r s e l f for four p r o n g s
of d y n a m i s m , s t a t i c i s m ,
and e v e r y t h i n g in b e t w e e n .
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2 Lg 1 Topping pizzas
2 Lg Cheese pizzas
2 Sm Cheese pizzas
2 Sm 1 Topping pizzas
2 Buffalo chicken calzones
2 Lg Chicken parms
2 Buffalo chicken salads
2 Crispy chicken salads
2 Lg Breadsticks w/cheese
Lasagna
Throwiiig a Party?

12.99
10,99
< 7.50
8,99
9,99
8,99
7,99
7,99
10,99
3.99

' Order 5 or more Lg pizzas at these ra tes:
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The necessity for moderation in politics Ha! Ha! Nort hwes t
,. . The weeks and months ahead are presenting opportunities for Colby's
student ,body to be heard somewhere besides the walls of a friend's
, Facebook site. No, we don't mean the digest of Civil Discourse or the spontaneous writing board outside of the writer's center. we mean voting. Whet
.your democratic appetite because an appetizer is coming up, and what follows is one hefty main course.
The appetizer is Student Government's newest attempt to update its own
constitution. After last year's election debacle and this year's addition of a
yet-unrepresented residence hall, some serious reforms are needed on the
document and these changes are found in the updated constitution. The proposed constitution both simplifies and strengthens SGA, making it a logical
move to ratify it. When hall presidents hied pushing,through a reformed
document at the end of last spring, apathy killed it. Even after an extended
voting period, the referendum never got the baseline requirement of votes—
• the minimal number of a quarter of the study body-Ho count as a valid
gauge of student opinion. To the dismay of hall presidents eager to assign
something productive to their year in office, it failed. Whether you like the
reformed document or not, let your voice be heard so our student represen.-tatives can have some idea what their constituent base desires. ,
The main course is a long way off, but that does not mean it should be off
of any Colby student's radar who thinks civil rights are an important issue.
Last April, Governor John Baldacci signed a law making it illegal to discriminate
upon anyone because of their sexual orientation. This law was a
I
bold step for the field of gay rights, but it was also a well-trodden one for
.Maine. It represented the fourth time in a decade Maine had passed legislation extending anti-discrimination rights to homosexuals. Why the fourth
time? Because the three times prior conservative Christian groups had petitioned for the law to go to referendum and then both framed the issue to
their advantage (see substituting "special" for "equal" rights for gays) and
mobilized their voting base to support their cause. Each of those three times
the opposition won at the polls.
As with the last three efforts, groups opposed to the anti-discrimination
law-have gathered the necessary signatures for referendum. On Nov. 8 the
onus will be on the citizens of Maine, yet again, to show th ey can actively
support a discriminated minority.
Here is where Colby students can step in. If you are a registered Maine
voter, find a way to get to the polls in November or, if you cannot, arrange
to have absentee ballot mailed to you. If you are not a registered Maine
voter, then become one—it is possible to do so the day of the election at the
polls—and then bug your friends who are registered to act.
If that meal isn't complete enough , for dessert you can consider who to
vote for in the Waterville mayoral contest also to be decided this November.
If nothing else, though, realize the power COlby students can have in the
greater community to change it for the better. A vote to approve a new SGA
constitution will not be much of a victory in the Wider scheme of things, but
a victory on the gay :rights referendum will be.
For both voting opportunities, take the same attitude of responsibility for
your surroundings. The result of apathy is not no change at all, but rather a
regression.within established norms. ... . . . , . ,, , , ; ,, , „ .7 . ,..., ,, .; ^.
/ .ciivl it yiivJ ..- •.: . ;. ) ,.-j>i \i i .ui -iiil.

OPINIONS EDITOR

Various analysts have noticed the
surge in partisan voting, as Congress
realigns itself to represent both the
radical right and the radical left.
Increasingly, members of Congress
refuse to compromise on any issue,
regardless of its nature. Members
from both sides of the aisle take hard
stances on issues—many of which
appear inconsistent with both their
ideals and their constituents' interest.
The problem starts with the sophisticated re-distracting efforts of both
Democrats and Republicans. These
newly gerrymandered districts reflect
a homogenous constituency, electing
representatives who have radically
different ideals. For example, Jerry
Nadler's (D-8th NY) district encompasses parts of Coney Island and also
includes half of the West Side of
Manhattan. Thus,-thanks to gerrymandering, Nadler represents on e of t h e
most liberal districts in the entire
United States, a constituency Nadler 's
politics represent.
Recent re-distracting has made
Congress even more partisan. In Texas
Tom DeLay re-re-districted and eliminated five additional Democrats. Most
of those Democrats were moderates,
who often voted with the Republicans.
There are times when remaining
obstinate in your stance is a valid
expression of political ideals. The
House Republican passage of a medical malpractice bill which explicitly
states that ind ivi duals can not su e

American culture has reached a
critical juncture. You don 't n eed to be
a tradi t io n al i st or ev en n ecessar il y a
conservative to be concerned with
general societal decay. The majority
of the American people have not
changed. .Happily, the values imbued
by our forbearers remain intact. Yet,
these values are not reflected in our
popular culture.
Television remains the providence
of decadence and vapidity. Sex permeates every aspect of entertainment.
Our collective heroes are moronic
celebrities, musicians and pro-athletes. Traditional values of patriotism, community and hard-work are
no longer actively emphasized. In
fact, one might venture to say that
patriotism and civic concern are
actively de-emphasized. Like a latterday Rome, we are being devoured by
our own glaring excesses.
Since coming to Colby, I have
watched very little television. This
summer wns the first time I watched
any significant amount of TV recently. I was immediately struck by the
entrenchment of "Reality TV". No
longer just shows like "Survivor" or
"Big Brother," it seems like every
channel hns its own type of reality
show. The plot of each particular program remains totally predictable. A
disparate group of people is brought
together to compete for some sort of
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Colby College is populated—staff,
faculty and students—by world travelers, most of them having been traveling from infancy. No trip too
daunting, their very pituitary glands
aquiver with excitement, they rejoice
at the individual and/or family vacations pursued routinely by the
American upper middle class.
"Mummy is sending Buffy and me
to Transcaucasia for the summer. We
understand that the climate iri the former Soviet colonies is warm enough
to keep the vampires in their caves
almost all of July. And Bruce is coming along 'just in case.'" Bruce dives
for UCLA and could readily strangle
a vampire for breakfast. Given the
quality of food served in
Transcaucasia, a nice, juicy vampire
haunch might be just the thing.
You super-frequent fliers are
blessed with the kind of patience that
Job wouldn't have traded for his

We understand
that the climate
in the former
Soviet colonies
is warm enough
to keep vampires in their
caves for aJmpst
all of July.

reward money, status, notoriety, seen as archaic. We are led to believe
whatever. Hilarity then ensues. As that everyone h jas sex, and it occurs
the contestants deceive, humiliate all the time. Little attention is paid to
and generally abuse one another, we the consequences of sex. Don't get
are given an exclusive view into the me wrong, I'm not implying that we
should disregard or sanitize a basic
hidden depravity of human nature.
Ch an gi n g the chan n el , you can human urge. However, I do have an
issue with glamorizing promiscuity
and infidelity. Sex is also becoming
increasingly commercialized. Put
simply, it sells many of our most
mundane products. Consequently,
those who are deemed 'sexy' easil y
achieve undue prominence. The sudden infatuation with Paris Hilton is
testament to the overwhelming power
of sheer sex.
Not long ago, Americans idolized
political figures, outstanding leaders
probably run into some sort of talk and honorable entertainers. Today,
show.
Extraordinarily fallible we elevate and emulate reckless
guests burden us with their problems celebrities, drug-addled heiresses,
on national TV, instead of legiti- talentless musicians and any type of
mately seeking help. I don't know pro-athlete. In a free society, everyabout you, but I'm getting slightly one has the right to like and desire
tired of seeing Dr. Phil console cry- whomever they please. But don't try
telling me that I should look up to
ing suburban Women.
Moving on, you can also catch Eminem or Angelina Jolie or whoevany one of the numerous outlets that er else is currently fashionable. I
provide celebrity news. These shows would much rather emulate someone
lead you to believe that the inner- who is actuall y making a difference. 1
most details of star 's lives are some- feel the same way about pro-athletes.
how important and . need to be Their on-field heroics inspire and
dissected. I could go on and on, but excite us. We follow their careers and
I think I' ve made my point. triumphs with a vicarious thrill. But
in reality, many of these athletes arc
Television is mostly garbage.
Sex has become an extremely over-paid reckless jerks.
prevalent element in our popular culture. The view that sex should be a
private act between loving partners is
Continued on Page 6
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By C.W. Bassett

Does moderation
and compromise
mean you must
relinquish all of
you idealism to
accomplish
something for
the greater
good?

By LEE EMMONS
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I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE

The dangers of cultural decline in America
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medical companies for knowingly want anything accomplished. Even
marketing harmful drugs is one (i.e. the most right-wing members of
no suing Merck over Vioxx deaths). Congress can join forces with the
Democrats were correct to denounce most left-wing members in specifthe effort as a sell out to large phar- ic instances — as the renewal of
the Patriot Act showed. Those
maceutical companies.
members who voted against it
vote
on
the
recent
However, the
came from both sides of the aisle
Free
Trade
Central American
Agreement (CAFTA) provides a and, on almost every other issue,
poignant example of partisan politics would never agree. Thus, repreand a failure to compromise. In the sentatives like Sheila Jackson-Lee
case of CAFTA, Democrats were (D-18th TX) concurred with Jeff
worried that free trade would devas- Flake (R-6th AZ) — two members
tate the US 's agricultural and manu- whose normal political philosophy
could not be more different. Or, as
one staff member noted , the
"Black Helicopter Caucus" and
the Congressional Black Caucus
united on the Patriot Act.
What, then, is tlie answer? Does
moderation and compromise mean you
must relinquish all of your idealism to
accomplish something for the greater
good? The necessity to compromise is
one reason why many people become
disgusted with politics. Politics is
often a zero sum game, one side wins
and the other loses.
One viable alternative exists.
Internally remain as radical, either on
the left or the right, as you want. If
anything, inner extremism is a not only
facturing industries. In contrast, logical, but probable and necessary. In
R epu blica n s suppo rted contrast, extern al expression shou ld be
many
CAFTA for one reason — President moderate. Disregarding those who
Bush wanted it passed. Thus, might later be allies can only lead to
Republicans whose districts would isolation and defeat. As Jon Stewart
be detrimentally affected by CAFTA said on Crossfire about partisan politivoted for the treaty — against their cians "You're hurting America." Take
an extreme stance, but be willing to
constituents' wishes.
There must be some attempt at compromise because if you cannot
compromise if we, as a n atio n, cooperate, you will inevitably lose.

By MERLE EISENBERG
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boils; you sit there in Wichita in the
terminal, humming Transcaucasian
native chants and asking a passing
flight attendant for a glass of ginger
ale (unavailable). She does have raspberry soda for the health of the bladder, so yours is not an unreasonable
request, seeing that the trip is costing
Mummy mountains of the green stuff
(not bora-bora leaves) for Buffy,
Bruce and you. And then there's
hotels, gourmand dinners in the bush
(the special tasty-cake vampire) and
actual vampire hunts, where even
Bruce knows trouble when he anticipates a wild and highly-pitched battle
with Count Frankenstein (pronounced
Frahn'-ken-stcen).
But in the terminal replete with
vampire drool/urine, you are probably
reading "O" Magazine, nnd waiting
for the bush pilot to sober up enough
to fly you into the veldt where lurks
the exciting vampire. (Passengers are
advised to insure everything, especially the iPod , a trinket much
beloved of musica/ly-inclined vampires.) Despite the loss of Bruce when
he commands The Count to stay away
from you girls and loses his right arc
in the ensuing struggle, you had a
groovy time, even if UCLA did lose

Like a latter day
Rome, we are
being devoured
by our own glaring excesses.
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Dining halls serve unnecessary
f rustra
tion f or hungry students

Leaving the Colby Bubble to_ p arty

time slot. Thus, if you want to enjoy agree to give the school $20,000 per
your
Foss waffle at 11:01 a.m. on a semester, either directly or through
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Saturday before having a sandwich in scholarships and student loiuts. That
Dana at 1:45 p.m., you are out of luck would work ovit to approximately
Dining Services are having a diffi- because you were two minutes late to $36,000,000 per semester , surely
cult semester. With Roberts temporar- Foss. On several occasions, I have enough to cover the cost of a little
ily out of commission, stu dents are thought unflattering things about extra Sodexho mush. Oh wait: we
faced with fewer choices and longer Dining Services when I missed the already did thnt . I want my 11:01
lines. Fortunately, the people in breakfast deadli ne by less time than it waffle.
My second recommendation is that
charge have been on top of things. The
Dana
stay open nnd stocked with
has
"Grab-and-Go" option at The Spa
snack
food from the end of dinner
made weekday lunch no more irritator so. This would
until
midnight
ing than the routine 12:50 tray disposallow
late-night
studiers to eat a
al rush. However, during peak dinner
cookie
or
two
before
heading to
hours, th e wait for burgers at Dana can
Miller to hit the books. In addition to
ival the old Thursday grilled cheese
r
costing very little, this measure
lines at Bobs.
would provide students with a great
Nothing can be done about the fact
place to chat with friends in between
that Bobs is unavailable for the rest of
studying. Going into the dining h all
the semester. However, I have two
to relax would be a welcome change
suggestion s that would make students
from the hectic environment one
happier with their dining experience
finds at mealtime.
(and less likely to notice how slow the
These two simple changes would
sandwich-maker in Dana is going).
improve studen t ex perien ces at the
Both proposals would end up costing
dining halls without making any huge
the school moderate sums of money, takes to find a fork at Dana.
or expensive alterations. Students
I
f
st
u
de
n
ts
w
e
r
e
allo
w
ed
to
e
n
ter
formerly
but would benefi t Colby's
halls
th
r
ee
ti
m
e
s
each
day
,
would be less frustrated by unnecesthe
di
n
ing
excellent dining hall reputation.
a
sed
,
sary
rules and more likely to view the
they would
My first proposal is that st u den ts at any ti me they ple
shou ld be able to eat three m eals p er consume slightly more food, as there dining halls as relax ing places th at
day, no strings attached. For my entire would be less n eed to have a dorm one can come to, whenever hunger
Colby career, I h ave been irritated by room snack instead of . lunch. strikes. After all, mealtime is about
the fact that, although everyone is Obviously, this wou ld in crease food more than consuming calories on a
entitled to eat three times per day, costs by a modest amount. To this fixed schedule. Let us turn our focus
each meal must be within a design ated end, I su ggest th at every stu dent to relaxation and enjoyment.
By ADAM MARVIN

My first pro posal is that students should be
able to eat three
meals per day,
no strings
attached.

LETTERS

By KATE BERMAN
STAFF WRITER

Colby'Bubble: (n) the self sufficient social and intellectual sphere
in which a student can exist indefinitely without any interference
from the outside world. ,
Welcome to Waterville Maine.
Home of crack babies, prostitution,
Super Wal-Mart and The Last
Unicom. Most students at Colby
College contently, make jthis campus their primary life force, thus
yielding the adorable concept of the
"Colby Bubble."-In the conf ines of
the Bubble you can eat, sleep and
be merry. We don't need nightclubs, because we have Piratethemed dances at Cotter Union.
And forget about hookers. In the
proverbial bubble there are plenty
of drunkards and you can get laid
for free. And don't you worry about
finding a free clinic if you come
down with a case of the STDs. Just
get your annual pap smear at the
health center. It's a beautiful thing.
Disaster strikes when we try' to
have fun outside of the bubble. For
one, so-called "cashiers" and "waitstaff' seem to think that we should
give them money for food. I hand
them my Colby card and they just
stare at it. I swipe it against their
bodies and nothing happens. I try to
run out of Hannafords with grocery
bags and they run after me with

bludgeons. It sucks. There are .no Serving alcohol to minors is also
custodians to" clean up after me ILLEGAL. And tlie"police,'beyond
when I get silly and damage prop- their instinctual tendency to quash
erty, no loving hands to tenderly out fun like a pimple on Britney
fold my sandwich wrap and no Spears, also must enforce the law.
roommate to tuck me into my blue, Therefore, when there is a party
plastic mattress after a trying day of outside of the Colby Campus the
school. There are no Dane Cook police WILL come. That is a fact as
tickets on sale. No coffee house full undisputable as Darwinian Theory
of games and goodies. No quad.
of evolution. The following events
In the Colby Bubble - underage go down something like this:
drinking is a fairly benign situation.
l).The party ends.
If you are caught, it is not by actual
2 ) U nder age people get
law-enforcement agents, but our fined/ arrested.
,own faux-po-po, security. They are
3) The owners of the house
the harsh mommies and daddies we get fined/warned/arrested.
love to hate. They will chat with us
4) The house is forbidden to
ou tside the dorms an d maybe even have a party again. Ever.
smoke a cigarette. But when we get
Upperclassmen enjoy hosting
carried away, don't even think they parties. They invite many and welwon't open up a can of alcohol come all with open arms.
points. The point system is truly a Upperclassmen also like underblessing for all the teeny tiny classmen. They are just like us
alchies at Colby. Lower fines are only younger and less educated.
dealt for a few minor offenses, and How sad it is that these young lads
if you accumulate eight points you and lasses are welcomed with open
are asked to leave. Realistically, if arms only to become a source of
you cannot .control your alcohol the party's and party hosts'
intake on eight different occasions, demise. Remember what happened
rehab is probably a wiser place to to Hugh Grant and Liz Hurley?
reside than Colby.
That 's right. She caught him havIn the scary world of Waterville, ing underage kids at his off camhowever, when under-21 year-olds pus party. Bubbles are safe.
drink, the consequences are a bit Bubbles are fun. Bubbles are pretmore dire than a "point." If you ty and shiny and sticky. If you are
have ever been inebriated in the underage, then stay in the bubble.
WatervillePolice Station waiting to Stay as lon g as you possibly can,
bail out an underage friend, you even if it kills you. Because death
know what I mean. The sad truth is is always better than getting
underage drinking is ILLEGAL. upperclassmen in trouble.

Inmaiiomlsliiimiesfenilslobrimkhisinsellsits
Although the international community is extremely sorry about the fact that the fundraiser for Hurricane Katrina did not go as
well as planned, I would certainly like to inform people that we are not oblivious to the tragedies that happen in the US.
In fact, the International Chjb and Colby for Humanity both contributed towards the efforts. Also, Colby for Humanity organized a bake sale, whose proceeds will go towards affected people in the region. And as for people who do not know, the
International Club and Colby for Humanity are both clubs that have a majority international student membership. Please get the
facts right before screaming out!
-Nahita Nishmin '08

True Tales of Terror and Truth from Colby Securit y by steven Weinberg
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triThe creepsness of Faeebook EMONS: Bringpa
By AMANDA MELLO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

It's become a cycle. You meet
someone in class or in the dining
hall , you ,get .their.name, go back .to
ybur.7'a*drnvTand7.Ta'cebb6k;-theni.-'
Sometimes you might discover you
al ready h ad th em Facebook ed , as
we all have "friends" that we don't
know outside of the network. Any
topic not covered in conversation is
answered in their profile; there is a
list of their interests, their relationship status, anything and everything. In case AIM, myspace and
email wasn 't addicting enough,
theFacebook.com has become an
internet phenomenon.
Unfortunately, the phenomenon
has become more of a creepy, sick
addiction. And the vast majority of
college students are impressively
addicted. Symptoms to look for: you
immediately sign onto Facebook
upon coming back to your room, you
have looked up your crush to be sure
he/she is single, your face lights up
when you have a "friend waiting for
confirmation ," etc. But fear not, you
stand with a whole support line of
The
addicts.
According
to
Portsmouth Herald , 3.65 million
people are registered under
Facebook, and more than half of
them are logging in multiple times a
day. It is astounding how many people are sitting in front of their computers logged onto the site. I have
already logged in three times today,
and it 's only 4:30 p.m.
Facebook has become yet another
method ' of communication that
avoids personal contact. It gives us
a sense of false security to be part of
a group throug h Facebook that has
hot and maybe never will meet in
person. Messages on peop le's walls

rep la ce th e b irthday ph on e calls or
birthday cards sent through the
maiL Hours are spent getting to
know people through their profiles ,
rather than as questions asked in
personal conversation.
, .Girls have been asked out on dates
through Faceb'ob'k. You have got to be
kidding me! Are people that nervous
about face to face contact that we are
stooping to these levels? The value of
any relationship diminishes when
communication becomes virtual and
not personal. Intimacy between people is taken away when we publicly
share a vast array of information
about ourselves. We are allowing ourselves to hide through our online identities. Through networking systems
such as Facebook, we are moving
closer and closer to a virtual world.
Aside from . that, people don t
consider the dangerous side of
Facebook. We enter our personal
information , room numbers, cell
phones,.hometown and our picture,
essentially everything a stalker
would want to know. The worse part
is, we don 't even think about it
while we do it. Thinking it's safer
because it's restricted to colleges,
wc are less hesitant when filling out
our information. However, anyone
with an ".edu" email address can
register
on
Facebook.
The
Portsmouth Herald reported that
campus police in East Illinois used
Facebook to learn where parties
were and break them up. Alumni
can also access Facebook. A much
wider range of people can access
Facebook and read our information
than many of us realize.
Facebook, when used correctly,
can be a grcnt way to find people
with similar interests. But when you
find those people, have the courage
to go up and introduce them and not
just "friend" them on Facebook.

Continued From Page 5
Most disturbing of all, is the general decline in patriotism. Political
corre ct n ess i n the m edia has cast
doubt upon American achievements. Any sort of patriotism or
nationalistic notion is regarded
with ambivalence if not downrig ht
hostility. It has gotten so bad, th at
after September 11, ABC forbade
its reporters from wearing any sort
of patriotic pins or clothing. ABC
executives were afraid of 'offending ' anyone. I'm offended these
idiots ' call themselves Americans.
Every other nation is allowed to
freely express pride in their collective achievements. Yet, when
Americans do it, it is regarded as
hubristic, imperialistic and 'offensive'. The Eastern Establishment
and their cohorts in the media scorn
general American patriotism and its
'simple' practitioners.
Like ancient Rome, contemporary
American culture is becoming
increasing ly dysfunctional and permissive. I'm not advocating n return
to some sort of past Utopia. In many
ways, we are a better people due to
societal changes. But what is represented in the media is neither appropriate nor healthy. A nenr-obsessive
emphasis on sex and status distorts
bur relations and cheapens us all in
the process. A decline of patriotism
is also unhealthy. We have some
tough choices ahead of w. As one
politician once uttered: ^'Americans
live on the sunrise side of mountain.
The night is passing. And we nre
ready for the day to come."
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BASSETT: Myadventure with vampires
Continued From Page 5
its best 10-mctcr diver.
Next yenr the Antarctic because
you saw THE MARCH OF THE
PENGUINS , and you want to congratulate the nwkwnrd creatures on
their political correctness—Daddy
snuggles the egg while Mommy
goes off on a feeding frenzy. .
All of this bloodsuckcry is preliminary to describing my summer on
board Into airliners , missed connections , enmberry juice (I'd prefer
vampire drool), nnsty flight atten-

dants and potential disnstcrs, culminating with my arrival home wns the
news that the Portland terminal wns
closed down by a bomb threat , and
our luggage wns somewhere out
there on the pitch-blncktnrmnc. I met
no vampires on my why to the
Comfort Inn , but who knows whether
those nasty monster bats arc living in
n stnte-run facility in Sctirboro.
But I might fly next year. My
children live in Anchorage and in
London , neither city reputedly
home to ninny vampires. But
don 't look in tlie cargo hold of
your airplane.
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Be saf e, be sensational: "Her . Pleas ure".
condoms f uel the. train to 04bwn . .

i this week
THURSDAY, SEPT.29

• Game Night
I
6 p.m.
Cotter Union/151 Pugh
• Goldfarb Center Speaker:
David Systrom '76 —
Tsunami Relief Effort
<
7
p.m.
!
Lovejoy 100

By ANONYMOUS

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

...the be-all and
end-all of this
ground-breaking
condom is the
ribbed region that
"bought my ticket
for the mindblowing train to
O-town." It was
quite a ride.

The prevalence of sexually
transmitted diseases . on
Colby 's campus is higher
than you think. The specific
numbers and percentages are
nearly impossible to calculate because most of the
cases are not reported to the
Health Center. What we do
know is that human papilloma virus, or HPV, is the most
common STD at Colby. More
serious STDs like AIDS and
HIV are also increas ing
worldwide at a faster ra te than ever.
This being said, what we hope to do
in this column is de-mystify the condom as both a birth control device and
an effective barrier to STDs. Condoms
are not scary, they are not uncomfortable and they are not difficult to use.
Most apropos of our purposes, they
come in an array of scents, f lavors,
sizes, chemical enhancements and
shapes worth exploring.
Throughout the semester, a different
couple will review a condom that they
used and discuss its pros and cons, its
strengths and...ahem, shortcomings.
There will be a humorous side to the
columns, but that is not to render safe
sex a joke. We encourage safe sex
between consenting adults and condoms are a great means to that end.
This week's column features the

FRIDAY, SEPT.30
• International Coffee Hour
4:30-6 p.m.
Mary Low Coffeehouse
• Guerrero
7:30 p.m.
Runnals/Strider Theater
• Coffee House: Miss Fairchild
9 p.m.
Mary Low Coffeehouse
SATURDAY, OCT. 1
• Guerrero

7-30 p.m. •
Runnals/Strider Theater
• SPB presents Catch 22
9 p.m.
Cotter Union/131 Page

SUNDAY, OCT.2
• Dance Club Practice
12 p.m.
Alfond Athletic Center/ 330
Aerobics Room
• Popular Indian Movies:
"Kabhi Khushi Kabhi
Gham" (2001)
8 p.m.
Page Commons

Surprisingly, a lot.
Secondly, the label of
solely "Her Pleasure" is
a bit of a misnomer. It is
also quite p leasurable
from the male side. A lot
of men will ' not wear a
condom because they
say they can 't-feel their
partner enough. The
thickness of a condom is
the main criterion of
sensitivity for both partners. "Her Pleasure"
provides a surprisingly
thin feel and so much
sensitivity you 'll want to
switch the gender pronouns on.the label!
Trojan "Her Pleasure"
COURTESY OF TROJAN.COM
While it doesn't
condom. Trojan describes
woman.
The
Trojan
man
is
here
to
please
his
Trojan
sound as exciting as
this condom as "The only
Trojan's recent innovalatex condom designed
for female stimulation." It features the dom that keeps on rubbing and rub- tions like "Warming Sensations,"
standard reservoir tip, lubrication and bing. But the be-all and end-all of "Twisted Pleasure" or the brand-new,
battery-powered
standard condom design with on e this ground-breaking condom is the brain-melting,
modification: it has a two-inch ribbed ribbed region that "bought my ticket "Vibrating Ring" (realy...check out
zone at the base of the shaft of the for the mind-blowing train to O- the website), the "Her Pleasure" condom is adventurous enough for frisky
penis. In Trojan's words, this bonus town." It was quite a ride.
beginners and for seasoned veterans
Guys
know
that
most
condoms
zone "provides extra sensation for a
looking to spice things up.
feel
about
the
same.
Companies
can
woman's most sensitive area."
If you are interested in writing an
a
n
d
sce
n
t
the
heck
Now, let's step away fro m the twist, lubricate,
anonymous
condomreviewwithyour
offici al sales pitch of t h e "Her out of these things, bu t in the en d,
contact
Echo editor in chief
Pleasure" condom and step into the they all feel alike, right? Actu ally, partner,
,
Weinberg
at
bedroom. From a female perspec- wrong. Firstly, if you, a guy, are pur- Steven
tive, the "Her Pleasure" condom chasing "Her Pleasure" condoms, saweinbe@colby.edu. In order to
does indeed enhance "her pleasure." you're already on the right track. raise awareness, we need people who
The lubrication is key. Let's be hon- : Your caring about how she feels is are willing to write openly and honest , ther e's nothing wor se than going to score you big p oints in big estly about safe sex.
lengthy intercourse with a dry con- ways. What's in it for you?
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Here's What's PlayingFri. 1
Sept 30through Thurs. Oct 6 1
A HISTORY OF VIOLENCE I
I '
7.'R. Nightly at 5:20, 7:20 and j
. 9:20.; also matinees Sat. and
Sun. at 1:20 and 3:20
.THE CONSTANT
GARDENER
R Nightly at 4:30, 7:00 and
9:25; also matinees Sat. and
Sun. at 2:00

|

1
THE BEAUTD7UL
I
I
COUNTRY
1
BR Nightly at 7:10; also matinees!
I
Sat. and Sun. at 2:40
I
1
GRIZZLYMAN
§ R Nightly at 5:05 and 9:30; •
1also matinees Sat. and Sun. at
I
MARCH OF THE
i
PENGUINS
I G Matinees only Sat. and Sun. I

Dr. Murray educates
i

and inspires in the
spirit of Bach
By SAMUEL ALEXEY
MORALES
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CONTRIBUTING WRITER

-Part-of the-Musie at Colby series
for 2005-2006, "An Evening of
Bach" was a cultured, classical rendition of the works of one of the
great Baroque composers. Held on
Saturday, Sept. 24 in Given
Auditorium , the Colby College
Department of Music-sponsored
event drew a crowd of members of

The range of
personalities displayed a command of music
and emotional
expression that
was dauntingly
impressive.

Unlimited SpeedTalk Minute s
Walkle-talkle -style service

• 1000 Anytime Minutes
• $49.95 per month
• AOL? Instant Messenger ™ service-FREE Trial
• Buy 1 and get up to 3 LG UX4750 phones FREE
(with 2-yonr conlraolo and mnil-tn rebates)
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the Colby and Waterville community. They were treated to two hours
of a genial performer and inspired
performance that could impress
even those in the audience who,
like me, had little to no prior experience of Bach's music.
The pianist, Dr. Bruce Murray—
artistic director and dean of the
Brevard Music Center as well as the
former director of tlie School of
Music at 'the University of Alabama,
and a Bach specialist—carried himself to the piano in long strides to the
sound of the audience's applause.
After reacting to a locked piano with
a gregarious humor that would win
laughs throughout the night, he proceeded to play the first piece on the
program , "Toccata in G Major."
Jovial , sprightly and full of life, with
a courtly grandeur often found in
Baroque compositions, "Toccata"
was an excellent harbinger of the
music to come later in the night. The
second item, "French Suite No. 4 in
E flat," consisting of seven parts, wns
in waves happily innocent , lively and
light yet full; each part had a slightly
different mood from the others. That
variation made way for the Fifteen
Inventions, 15 short two-part pieces
that , along with tlio Fifteen Sinfonias
that would come after them, comprise, in Murray's words, Bach's
"teaching pieces." In the opinions of
many in the music world, he stated,
the Fifteen Inventions ho played ore
Continued on Page 9

Seebach still makes sp arks f ly
By DAN BURKE
STAFFWRITER

When the Student
Programming Board plans
an event for a Saturday
night, most of the time it's
a concert, especially when
it takes place in the Spa
On other rare occasions,
they book a stand-up
comedian and get a really
packed crowd. This past
Saturday, however, SPB
took a step out of the ordinary by booking a magician to perform at the Spa.
One normally thinks of
magicians fitting more
into a birthday party or
vaudeville circuit than on
a college campus, especially on a Saturday night.
In fact, at 8:55 p.m. there
were only about 20 people
in
the
audience.
Fortunately, the crowd
eventually grew larger as
the show progressed.
The magician was David
Seebach, a native of
Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
who admitted that he had
never performed in Maine
before. It was evident that
his show wasn't n ecessarily
geared towards a college
crowd, but he gradually
loosened up as he went
through his series of tricks.
MOUy WARREN/THE COLBY ECHO
He began his set with a
his
magic
out
on
his
first
college
audience.
testing
David
Seebach
trick involving a large
black card with random
amusing to watch.
white dots on it, very similar to a were covering certain dots.
To describe exactly what tricks he
Most of the rest of his tricks condomino block. As he turned the large
card over faci ng the au dien ce, he sisted of choosing members of the did would be like describing a
made the au dience believe that the audience an d the usual "Pick a card, Family Guy episode word for word:
card had different numbers of dots on any card" type tricks. His magic tricks not as interesting or amazing as
it each time. He revealed the secret to weren 't as showy as David actually seeing it. In a nutshell,
this trick was simply in hand move- Copperfield's, but he had enough Seebach seemingly set an audience
ment and dependent on which hands experience and practice to make them member's $10 bill on fire, only to

later take the same $10 from his
own wallet. Seebach also amazed
the audience by sticking a pin
through a balloon without popping
it, and correctly predicting the first
letter of the last line of a page in
random library books.
Seebach's final trick, the one
where he veered away from card
tricks, involved a Chinese guillotine,
which Alan Ozarowski '07 gladly
participated in. Ozarowski's head

His magic tricks
weren 't as
showy as David
Copperfield 's,
but he had
enough experience and practice to make
them amusing.
was placed in the guillotine , after an
unsuccessful trial run with a head of
lettuce, which cut the lettuce in half.
Many of the audience members
could guess that Ozarowski's head
would be spared. That didn't stop
Seebach from taunting Ozarowski
by placing a head size basket underneath the contraption and laying out
newspaper that said: "David
Seebach Has Accident."
Sure enough, the blade went
through Ozarowkski's head, but his
life was spared. Ozarowski was
removed from the device and was
reported as saying he was glad SPB
could still have him as a treasurer.
David Seebach's performance was
deemed more for a different audience, but the act was still wellreceived and an enjoyable change of
,
pace from the concerts.

Pop art reinvented: Harris captures the moment
By STEVEN WEINBERG
EDITOR IN CHIEF

A week ago, a friend of mine lost
her Colby ID. After going through
the normal steps of posting a digest
and asking around if anyone had
seen it, she turned to security. Could
they find it, she asked.
Not necessarily, they said, but th ey
could tell her all of the last buildings
she entered by checking for where
the signature of her card had last left
a presence. Knowing she had last
entered Heights that afternoon at 2
pm didn't help her too much (the ID
was later found when someone
dropped it off at security), but it was
interesting to realize her decisions
could be passively tracked and read
back with a cold scientific precision.
The readout security provided had a
certain level of accuracy; it was a
record of facts more reliable and verifiable than anyone's memory could
possibly provide, yet it still lacked
the full context of her actions.
Jonathan Harris, in his website
10x10 (www.tenbyten.org), takes the
same concept of passively tracking
decisions onto a global scale.
Tracking the frequency with which
news articles from major wire services

10x10

real time depending on which company's soup is selling best.
When I interviewed Harris, he said
he created the website, "really in
response to a question I asked myself:
is it possible to encapsulate a single
moment in time on a global scale in
some way?" His site does this in the
sort of way if would be if Colby security had a giant map of Colby where
they could watch every Colby student's keycard enter dorms, stop at
dining halls and check out books. It
documents what can be documented,
but this still leaves plenty to be understood and expresses the inherent limitations this perspective allows.
Harris said his creation was not an
intention to criticize the media, but
conjure up a variety of reactions. rather use it to answer this question he
Their repetition, though, is part of the posed to himself. While he admits that
media's, which in turn is really all of he does harbor feelings about the senour, attempts to sum up the world. sationalism in the American press, the
Harris' work sums up this attempt in a project's aim wasn't to expose or to
clear and visual way, but one that document this, but really to sec if he
shouldn't always make perfect sense. could capture the moment.
However, he described, after weeks
It is sort of the fullest expression of
Pop art: a constantly rejuvenating of watching, what his own website
scries of society's favorite images and comes up with as the most popular
tlie words we assign to them—except images in tlie world, a desire separate
no single person is making the deci- from trying to capture a moment in the
sion. It is a painting of a soup can, but world was complemented with a cravthe brand on the can is changing in ing for these sensationalized images
of disaster. "On those non-violent
days, 10x10 is filled with politicians
giving speeches. Rather boring to look
at," he said and explained that he started to crave seeing "things on fire and
oceans going crazy," not because of
what the story the images themselves
represented, but because of how they
looked to his eye.
This sort of alienation from image to
topic is startling, but lends valuable
insight onto how n newspaper editor lias
to work, he described in the interview.
"It is a very primal tiling, just looking nt
images and words, without the associat,
»
ed
headlines, hidden behind one layer of
'.'' |P^^;'';^ 'y{.'ip^f^ !r
obstruction , the human ' eye looks
for..,titingsthat are bright and colorful."
This is what his piece captures, not
u moment in tho world, but rather how
the human eye is most drawn to capture that moment. His aggregation of
news articles presents on authentic
commentary on how we synthesize
real life into the media, by allowing
the media to comment upon itself.

and newspapers use words compared
to their average frequency in normal
English usage, his site can choose the
100 most popular topics and the
images associated with them mentioned on the web. It then updates this
list every hour, displaying the 100
results in a clear 10 by 10 grid.
Like other relatively new news
sites on the internet, such as Google
News, that use a computer program
to determine what tlie most popular
news stories of the day are, his site
operates like a newspaper with a
machine for an editor.
What his site does that others do
not, though, is focus on the images
related to these stories. So, when tlie
mouse scrolls over the 10 by 10 grid,
and finds the fifth most popular word,
which at the time of writing this was
"Sharon," it presents the picture of
Ariel Sharon on the BBC's article
about his upcoming election.
But scanning across the grid,
Sharon's face comes up several more
times because the site doesn't try to
track every story on the web, but rather
the most common words in the stories.
So you can see the same picture of
Sharon corresponding to "leadership"
(24), "Jikud" (29), "vote" (33), "gaza"
(40), "election" (49), "netanyahu" (90),
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"rival" (93) and "Israeli" (97).
These words mean different things
to different people, and juxtaposed
against the same image they surely

"I asked myself:
is it possible to
encapsulate a
single moment
in time on a
global scale in
some way? "
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Sen Jorge "Cm "
By TODD OLMSTEAD
STAFF WRITER

The name Sen Jorge probably
doesn't mean a lot to you, and,
unless you consider yourself a
world music snob, your familiarity with the Brazilian songwriter
exists solely with the movie "The
Life Aquatic," in which Jorge
appeared singing Portuguese-language covers of David Bowie
songs. I've heard he also appeared
in a non-musical role in the film
"City of God," although I've never
seen it myself. It's his work in
"The Life Aquatic," however, that
really captivated me as he completely transformed Bowie into
beautiful bossanova in the tradition of Joao Gilberto. It thus

Cru
Set/ Jorge

malist acoustic playing and Latin
percussion. The only major deviation from this is his cover of Serge
Gainsbourg's "Chatterton," on
which he develops a guttural growl
backed by bass synch played by his
producer, Gringo da Parada. This
song is interesting,as it is the main
deviation from his otherwise static
style of playing, but it is also the
most challenging to listen to.. I prefer the easy-on-the-ears ballads
such as "Fiore de la Citta"or "Bola
it i
de Meia (Sock-Filled Ball)." The
lone English-speaking gem on the
record is a cover of Elvis Presley's
"Don't," and in the vein of his
Bowie covers, he again shows a
true prowess for taking popular
music and mixing up the arrangements to achieve something truly
different and individual.
What he has is a gift of popprompted me to buy his new album understanding within the context of
"Cru," which was originally his style. As a Brazilian songwriter
released in 2004, but just saw its he is pigeonholed as a bossanova
artist, but Jorge shows the ability to
U.S. release in early September.
The album is a mix of covers transcend and even buck that trend,
and originals, and, while he shows as Gilberto did before him by teamcon siderable ta lent and promise as ing with American saxophonist Stan
a writer on the beautiful "Sao Getz. My one primary gripe with
Gonca," it's hard to get a feel for the album is the carelessly thrown
his ability for two reasons. Firstly, in bird calls/jungle sounds that paint
there are only three of ten songs the album with "flair." I'm unsure
that credit him as a writer and, sec- whether this is typical of this style
ondly, all his lyrics are in of music, or if his producer just
Portuguese, which I don't speak, threw those in to lend a more "exotand which I understand very mini- ic" sound, but it grates oh me as I
m all y. However frustrating that listen. Despite this, I really enjoy
may be,"it' doesn't deny the'listener this album and recommend th'afyou
a very positive experience from let Jorge accompany you oh your
next date. His tranquil voice and
this young musician.
To describe his style in an acces- relaxed sound will set the mood,
sible manner, it is suitable to place and he can't mess it up for you—
him somewhere between Nick unless your date is fluent in
Drake and Jack Johnson. The album Portuguese, she/he won't underconsists mostly of Seu's soothing stand him anyway.
baritone accompanied by his mini-

To describe his
style in an accessible manner , s
suitable to place
him somewhere
between Nick
Drake and Jack
Johnson.

Jod ie Foster soars in "Flight Plan
By REBECCA SHORT
•CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"Flight Plan" is a thrilling movie
with few faults and much excitement.
It is a suspense film about a jet
propulsion engineer, Kyle Pratt (Jodie
Foster), an American living in Berlin,
whose husband has ju st died from
falling off a building. When her
daughter Julia (Marlene Lawston)
goes missing on their flight back to
America, Ms. Pratt finds herself in a
desperate search for a child that no
one claims to have seen. As the movie
progresses, it is unclear whether what
seems impossible is possible-tlint a
child was lost, or taken, on an airplane-or whether, in fact, both Ms.
Pratt's husband and child have died,
she has gone mad from grief, and,
now, only thinks that her daughter has
gotten on the p lane with her.
"Flight Plan," while not an exact
remake of the 1938 Hitchcock movie,
"The Lady Vanishes," has lifted quite
a bit from it. In this film , a young
woman , Iris Henderson (Margaret
Lockwood) is on her way to England
to get married. However, as she is
about to get on the train , something
falls on her on the head. An old
woman, a governess named Miss
Froy (Dame May Whitty), offers to
sit with her until she feels better. But,
when Miss Henderson wakes up from
a nap, she finds that "The Lady" is
gone, and that everyone else on the
train seems not to have ever seen her.
As in "Flight Plan," we are not sure
whether the missing party was ever
really there. While there are many
similarities between the movies, it is
difficult to compare the two. "The
Lndy Vanishes" is really a light mystery, whereas "Flight Plan" is an
intense thriller. However, there is a
certain Ilitchcockian class about

"Flight Plan," and it is refreshing to
see that the old plots still work today.
Despite its class and terror-appeal,
"Flight Plan" does leave some things
to be desired. With the exception of
Jodie Foster, the acting, acting direction, or both, are slightly lacking.
Without giving too much of the plot
away, the criminals) is/are too obviously bad, and the characters are, in
general, too detached. White this does
give the desired sense of Kyle Pratt's
complete solitude, it also drags the
film down with half-hearted characters. Additionally, is it really possible
that none of the "innocent" passengers on the plane ever saw Julia?
Perhaps the story would have been
more believable, had it followed in
the lead of its predecessor. In "The
Lady Vanishes," some of the "innocent" passengers on the train lie about
having seen Miss Froy for their own
reasons, both complicating the plot
and making it more realistic.
Whatever the flaws of the movie,
they are far outweighed by the brilliance of Jodie Foster's performance.
She is outstanding as tlie ultimate
mother in distress, and it is really
Miss Foster's performance that
makes the film. Througlv her, we feel
the grief of losing a husband , the
panic of having a missing daughter
and tlie terror of not knowing whether
this child has been dead for some
time, is being tortured or killed, or is
hidden somewhere, alone and terrified, Some may say that no one could
ever be as good a mother as Jodie
Foster is in this movie. However,
under the right circumstances, most
any mother would do the same. So,
go see "Flight Plan," and give your
mother a call. She'd do any tiling for
you-oven if it would mean risking the
wrath of passengers on an airplane.

Russoniello ' s Rebu tt le

Alan Clark
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ing of a beer review, this week we

reviewed two beers of German
descent, which have never been
in an Echo review before-Spaten
Premium and Warsteiner.' The
panel consisted of Patrick Lizotte
'06, Katie Ryckman '06, Chelsea
Pawlek '06, Anne Swank '06 and
Ceclric Owens '07, who put in an
app eara n ce as th e residen t
German. First to be uncapped
was the Warsteiner.
On his first taste, Lizotte proclaimed, "This beer joins the long
list of awesome German exports
like tight pants and Fascism."
Tryi ng to clear the air, Pawlek
qu ickly changed the subject: "I
would feel uncomfortable self
medicati ng with beers I can 't pronounce the name of...sort of like
how I felt un comfortable when
my roommate watched me
change soph omore year."
Ryckman, a German major,
ba
rke in, "Warsteiner, this is a
German beer!"
We then noticed the word "Verum"
on the side of the bottle, which Pat
n oted "probably mean s premium in
German." To this Pawlek replied , "I
think you're premium." I'm still not
sure who this comm ent was directed
to, but .l think it was probably me.
Ryckman finally added something
intelligent and, correcti n g them,
exp lained that the label actually
meant "Queen of beers... sort of like
our token American beer is the king. I
guess we're the best ." Comm enting
on the taste (...I think), Pawlek asked,
"Is anybody else gettin g spicy?"
Our German participant, Owens,
decided to teach us to cheers, German
style; "Seven years of bad sex if you
don't keep eye contact!"To this, Pawlek
added, "Better seven years than none at
all." Ryckman broke in again to ask,
'^j ^it^^t^^^ss^iyear?^'
Moving on, Pawlek noted, "this
beer makes m e burpy ," Lizotte
replied, "This beer makes me angry,
or m aybe t h at 's j u st the yayo

Lizotte noted,
"I'm disappointed in this beer.
Disappointed like
when Anakin
turned to the
Dark Side. I mean
I knew it was
going to happen,
but it still bothered me."
Birchby pushed ¦rfj
onyme.
: n :ii , . /iiiti n J •
atj iij^'Ji.
_i .. ri .7 i^s' ,Li^ptte nioyed> on %and popp^ed the
cap on his Spaten, he noted , "This is
hi gh class, neither beer has a twist off."
After his first sip, Owens quickly
added , "I was really excited to drink
iwiii

another beer after the Warsteiner, and
thisjust brought me down. It just doesn't have good body." "Cause we know
how much Cedric likes body," Lizotte
added , "Of beer, not women." Swank
broke her silence to add, "Yeah, it tastes
like cider, really bad cider. Or maybe
more like bad German beer in a green
bottle." Ryckman respon ded , "You
know, you 're right."
Lizotte noted "I'm disappointed in
this beer. Disappointed like when
Anakin turned to the Dark Side. I
mean, I knew it was going to happen,
but it still bothered me. Bothered me
like' when Birchby pushed those drugs
on me." At this point, I realized that I
needed to regulate. "That comment
was low...low like Steve Luke's pants.
He's 21, he should dress like an adult."
Swank summed it up when she said,
"Paying.?$8 forasix-pack-woukLmake
me wanna go fetal and rock myself to
sleep." Consensus was found.
Warsteiner-Six, Birchby and Luke-Zero.

"All of my life has been a surprise—working in tlie theater is the
last thing I thought I'd find myself
doing!" And it was one of those little "surprises" that brought Alan
'Clark to Colby Col lege for yet
another staged reading of his work
on Gonzalo Guerrero.
"I discovered Guerrero back in
the mid 90's in Bernal Diaz's book
'The • Conquest of New Spain. '
Diaz was a soldier in the army of
Hernan Cortez, and wrote his
famous book as an old man living
(not too ha ppily) on his f inca in
Guatemala. There are only a couple of sentences about the man,
Guerrero, in the opening pages, but
enough to plant what became an
obsession for me and resulted in
this play for voices," he explained
of his fascination at Guerrero's
story. "I sent the Spanish translation of 'Guerrero' to Luis Millones
in the Spanish Department [at
Colby]. He said a Richard Sewell
lived across the street and would I
mind if he gave him the book to
read. And here we are!" As I listen,
I find myself transfixed as well—
Clark's enthusiasm is catching,
and his story-telling skills aren't in
bad shape either.
So, who is this enthralling character? Gonzalo Guerrero was a
Spaniard who was shipwrecked in
the Caribbean in the year 1510 and
found himself washed up onto the
shores of what is now Quintana
Roo in the Yucatan. Unlike the others who were immediately enslaved
by the reigning Mayan tribe,
Guerrero finds himself assimilated
into the tribe as a "brave" war chief
and the father of the first mestizo
children. In 1519, when Cortez
begins the conquest of Mexico , -he

x^UMmv '

BACH:Dr.Murrayentertainsin thespiritof Bach
Continued FromlPage 7
the greatest ever written; it was easy
to see why. The range of personalities, from brisk and gallop ing to
graceful and temperate to assertive,
displayed a command of music and
emotional expression that was
dauntingly impressive.
After the intermission that followed the Fifteen Inventions , Murray
played the Fifteen Sinfonias, 15 threepart p ie ces, which were, in his words,

"exponentiall y more difficult.
However, they were exponentially
more moving as well, displaying a
complexity and depth of emotion
that were both more mature and varied than the Inventions. Saying early
on that he had selected a range of
pieces that revealed as many facets
of Bach's identity as a composer as
possible, Murray realized this hope
most definitivel y with the Sinfonias.
Then came "Partita No. I in B-Flat,"
a flowery and embellished piece that
reminded me of the opening

7

sends a letter offenrig
the survivors from /that:
shipwreck an invitation
to join him and everitu-i
ally return to Spain^ 'and:
Guerrero replies with a
steadfast "No." ^It was
his! 'No'..;.that was the i
illuminating moment for;
me," Clark said^ 'TThe
idea that someone could
leave everything and
take on a new world, a
new identity was incredible." Here I prod some
WIVW.CLARKPAIOTINGS.COM
,
more, and find that Clark "Blood and Stone" by Alan Clark.
himself left his native
Incidentally, Clark wasn't
country (He was born in Indiana and
lived in Maine most of his life)"and always a playwright. He went
spent years in Mexico writing and through what he calls "a natural
researchin g "Guerrero." Little won- evolution" from sculptor to painter
der that he could identify with his to visual artist through and
lead character. "Mexico is home to through. His paintings have been
displayed in many galleries in New
me," he said simply.
And, so, we're back at "Guerrero." England and prints can be viewed
"I just plunge into each thing th at at www.clarkpaintings.com. It
comes my way. I've got to do what it adds to Colby 's pride that Clark
wills me to do! The play has n o plot took a look at sculpture and paintin die usual sense. I've put words into ing for the first time, when he
the mouths of five characters: decided to enroll at Colby instead
Guerrero, his wife Mucuy,Aguilar (a of going to Paris during the
fellow survivor), Nanchancaan (Lord Vietnam years. He has also hied
of the Mayan tribe) and a mother his hand at making "Guerrero" into
back in Spain [who] I named Alicia. a film and has a film script "floatAll together they, L hope, give a ing out there somewhere." Well,
somewhat complete p icture of the here's a news flash that you should
man from their own perspective and keep your ears open for: Mel
Gibson is planning to shoot a film
of the times and places." .7
."Guerrero"- and its accompanying revolving around , the life of
p iece, entitled "Heart's Blood," Gonzalo Guerrero, and remember,
were published in Mexico in 1999, you read it here first!
To describe him succinctly, I'll
and have been performed as dramatic monologues all the way from the quote a Mexican critic who said,
Farnsworth Art Museum in Maine "To speak about Alan Clark is to
to the great amphitheater at Aktun speak about a multidisciplinary
Chen, Quintana Roo. Now, Strider artist. To define him is not ah easy
joins the blessed list. "It is such an thing. Painter,' sculptor, printmaker,
honor to have Richard Sewell doing p oet, writer of plays' and film
this piece," C'iark said. His other scripts. They are all facets of one
theater works include "The Beast" profound need of expression.''
and "The End of It" (2000). •

^fSSsssB
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"Toccata." "Concerto nach ltahanischer Art," the final piece, was a
sophisticated one clearly made to be
shared with a large audience; it was
strong, bold and impressive.
While perhaps a bit long for a
Saturday ni ght concert , "An
Evening of Bach" rewarded those
who were willing to spend the time.
It was both an educational experience concerning Bach's music and a
taste of classical culture that was
ultimately worthwhile.

42 ELM STREET
HOURS: SUNL-THURS. 11AM-1 AM FRI. & SAT. 11AM-2AM
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Doctor Bruce Murray, artistic director and dean of the BrevardMusic Center, gives Colby a taste of classical culture,
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Hankin scores game-tvinninggoal Women s soccer takes 5-0 victory
in overtime p lay aga inst Bantams over Trinity; tied f or 2nd in NESCAC
By JEFF ALDEN
STAFFWRITER

Forward Monty Hankin '06 scored
the game winning overtime goal for
the Colby men's soccer team leading
them to the 1 - 0 victory against
Trinity College on Saturday.After 103
minutes of scoreless play Hankin
placed a ball over the Trinity goalkeeper to end the game.
• The Mules' victory was their first in
New England Small College Athletic
Conference play, putting them at 1-2.
After just three games they are tied for
7th place, which is the final championship tournament spot. Trinity's loss
puts them at 0-3 in league play.
Throughout the game the Mules'
tenacious defense insisted on obstructing opportunity after opportunity.
Central to that effort were backs
Donnie O'Callaghan '06, Daniel
Kiernan '07, Thomas Milaschewski
'09 and Matthew Shatkin '09. Head
Coach Mark Serdjenian said, "We're
really pleased with the players who
have been called upon in the back
four." These players have had to pick
up play with th e loss of Luis Mendoza
'08 last week.
More than anything, Satur day 's
game was a story of goalkeepers. Josh

Kahane '07 was credited with 14
saves on 16 shots during his 103 minutes in net. Bantams' goal keeper Zac
Trudeau '09 was able to knock down
nine on eleven Colby shots.
"Kahane's positing has been exceptional and he's good with his feet, an
important attribute in today's goalkeeper," Said Serdjenian. The performance by Kahane. put him atop
several NESCAC statistical categories
including saves and saves per game
with 27 and 9 per game respectively.
What may be more impressive is that
Kahane has given up just three goals
while seeing 56 shots against in
Colby's defen se in three con feren ce
games. "Josh has been great and the
team has a lot of confidence in him,"
Serdjenian concluded.
The game was relatively even with
the Mules and Bantams swapping
opportunities with defensive stops
throughout. The Mules weakness,
controlling the ball, was much
improved against Trinity, yet this is
something they must continue to
develop. "Both teams h ad some
chances, b oth goalies played
well...we're please to come away w ith
the win," Serdjenian commented.
After 90 minutes of scoreless play
the game was forced into overtime.
During the 103rd minute of play a

long throw in from Todd Boertzel
'09 set up the game winning goal. A
Trinity defender cleared it about
four feet,, right to Hankin as he
strode in front of the defender.
"Then one touch to the left and a
shot over the onrushing Trinity
keeper; then it was joy unconfined!"
as described by Serdjenian.
The Trinity match was Hankin's
first match this season, as he was out
with an injury.
A factor in Saturday's game was the
Mule faithful, a large representation of
the student body was on Loebs Field
cheering for the Mules and taunting
the Bantams. The fans were assuaged
with Hankin's overtime goal.
The Mules have their sights on a
NESCAC tournament spot and getting
a conference win was the first step in
that march. "That first NESCAC win
was huge in keeping us in the hunt for
the tournament," Serdjenian said. The
team will haye to go through
Mi ddlebury College next weekend
whom are atop the league at 3-0. The
Mules will bring their defensive minded game. to Vermont to counter the
P anther s high powered scoring
offense; this will be Colby 's toughest
challenge yet.

ADAM MUSIAL/THE COLBY ECHO

Emma Schofield '09 appliespressureto Trinity. After a slow start, the women were able to scorefour goals in the
second half to bring the f inal score to 5-0.

By LINDSAY BARADA
STAFFWRITER

This past Saturday, ben eath a
cloudless sky, Colby women's soccer
faced off again st New England Sm all
College Athletic Conference opponent

ADAM MUS1AL/THE COLBY ECHO

After 103 minutes of intense play, Monty Hankin '06 was able to put the ball in the net, scoring his f irst goal of
the season and handing the Mules the win. ,

DYNASTY SIGNS: Thanks,its beenagoodrun, but stayoffthesteroids
Continued From Page 12
steroids in casual conversations. I
refused to believe that players would
cheat in such a way.
That is all gone now. I took down
the McGwire poster. I watch Barry
Bonds only in disgust as he powers
towards Babe Ruth in the record
books. Now I cannot even watch Big
Papi's colossal shots at Fenway without thoughts creeping into my head, I
cannot appreciate Andruw Jones '
breakthrough season despite knowing
he changed his batting stance in the
off-season to create more power.
Thank you Rafael Palmeiro. Thank
you Jason and Jeremy Giambi.
The admission of steroid use by
certain major leaguers has caused me

to - question every player during every
inning of every game I watch.
However, here is where the problem
occurs. We live in a society based on
the premise of innocence until proven
guilt. How can I sit and judge every
player in such a manner? The issue
tears at me. Must I bite my tongue and
watch Bonds parade towards history
despite the obvious, must I value
Jason Giambi's comeback despite
thoughts that he is back on the juice?
The answer is "guarded skepticism."
One cannot summarily decree all
players as on steroids, Nor can one sit
back and take the production of major
leaguers at face value. We must
demand accountability from the players, unions and major league baseball
despite negotiations and collective
bargaining agreements. Testing must

occur on a regular basis with harsh
penalties for violators. In addition , if
players cannot cut it without using
illegal supplements, a la Rafael
Palmeiro, who has been shamed out of
baseball , then they do not deserve the
blessed life that is the one of a major
league ballplayer.
I hope that some can still watch this
week as the Sox and Yanks or any of
the other teams duke it out for a playoff spot believing only that those who
the system has caught are guilty. But
for me, it will never be the same. At
least until we definitivel y know who
is legitimate and who is not—knowledge, I fear, that I may never have the
privilege of knowing. After all , I am
only a fan, and what have the fans
done for Major league baseball and its
ploycrs?
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the Trinity Bantams. For the last three
years the Bantam s have defeated
Colby, last season with a score of 4-1,
and have served as the "big game
opponent" for the Mules. However,
this upper hand seemed to have no relevance as the Mules emerged ready
for a fight. Colby crushed the competition earning a 5-0 victory and
improving their record to 3-1 overall
and 2-1 in the NESCAC.
At first, it appeared that it cou ld be
anyone's game as Trinity in tercepted
the ball ^d.c^Jd-it into; Colby 's end
only to .be overwhelmed by the Mules'
stellar defense. Although Trin ity tried
to capitali ze on thei r aggressiveness
they qu ickl y learned that determination sometimes has a hard time beating out skill, of which Colby
demonstrated tremendously though
their remarkable footwork and pressure on the ball.
It was Trinity's tendency to crowd
that ultimately provided Colby with a
weakness with which to take advantage. The Mules worked the sidelines
of the field as Mollie Puskar '08
kicked the ball up to Meredith
Blascovish '07 who, in turn, bo oted
the ball up to Laura Williamson '07.
Williamson kept her calm despite the
fact that she was surrounded by a cluster of Bantams and was keenly aware
of Katie McCabe '08 running up the
right side of the field , wide open.
Williamson easily connected with
McCabe who went one on one with

the goalie and easily brought the game
to 1-0 with a low hard shot to the left
side of the net.
Trinity p layed an umbrella system
with four backs:
however, if they
t h ought that such an
ov erly defensive system could hinder
Colby, they were
sorely mistaken.
"At halft i m e we
agreed as a team that
th is was our on e

managed to connect p erfectly . as
Willia mson headed the ball over the
goalie's outstretched han ds, bumping
up Colby 's lead 2-0. With 22 minutes
left in the half, the
McCabe and older

sister Co-Captain
K ara McCabe '06
performed a brilliant display . of
teamwork
when
Kara took a corner
kick from the left
side of the goal ,
game of the season
sending it straight to
that we had to do it,
Katie who, with a
we had to win. We
low h ard shot,
were men tall y prekicked the ball in
p ared and we ref u sed
and in creased the
to leave the score at
Kaitlin Herlihy '06 score to 3-0. Exactly
on e m i nu te later,
1-0," Co-Captain
Captain
Kaitlin Herlihy '06
inspired and excited
by the su ccession of
exclaimed.
Spu rred on by the close m argin of a p oints accumulated , Laura Pomponi
on e goal lead , Colby cam e out flyi n g '08 eluded Trinity's defen ders as she
in the second half. Over the course of set up Lauren Goethals '08 for a beauthe rem ai n i n g 45 minutes, the ball tiful scoring opportunity. Goethals sent
barely spent time in Colby's zone, but the ball sailing to the upper left-hand
spent a significant time in the back of comer of the net. Colby wasn't quite
Trinity's net. Angela Martinelli '08, finished yet and with 11 minutes left in
alon g with th e rest of Colby 's defen- the game first-year Amanda Comeau
sive unit , did a stella r jo b of pushing '09 garnered her first collegiate goal
up the line of play. The moment off an assist from Jessica LuedersTrinity h ad p ossessi on of the ball an d Dumont '09 sealing the Mules' v icto ry
attempted to force i t d own the field at 5-0.
"Right now we are tied with four
toward Colby 's goal , the Mu les '
defen se acted as a wall , immediately other teams for second place. We've
intercepting the ball and creating an learned that we can't underestimate
offensive opportunity. Trinity didn 't anyone. There's no way to predict
stand a chance as they were out-shot who will win and who will lose, but
by a margin of 17-9 and began to we have the confidence that we can
appear frantic as Colby continuously score and we can win." Herlihy
remarked.
gained momentum.
Colby will face Middlebury
Seven minutes into the second half
Liz Morbeck '07 located Williamson College in an away match on
among a herd of Bantams and the two Saturday.

At halftime we
agreed as a
team that this
was our one
game of the season that we had
to do it, we had
to win.

Woodsmen take Unity meet by storm
By PAT BAGLEY

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Can victory get nny sweeter? That
was the question of the day for
Colby's men nnd women woodsmen
teams, both of which out-chopped the
University of Maine at Orono, Unity
College and Dartmouth College en
route to first place overall finishes at
Unity 's annual woodsmen meet. •
The men's A-tcam won tho team
competition with a cumulative score
of over 1,200 points , besting second
place Unity by more than 100 points.
In addition to the A-team 's first place
finish, the . Mules exhibited outstanding depth with a IJ-tenm that placed
third overall. "They were rcnlly
impressive," Captain Charlie Hale '06
said of the B-tcam. "They gave everyone a run for their money,"
There were also a number pf
impressive individual showings for
the men, Jamie Plum '08 won the axe
throw, Martin "Moxic" Connelly' '08
finished first with the quarter-dot split
and despite n near judging error Travis
Kendall '07 triumphed in tlio pulp
throw for distance nnd single buck
saw events,
As for the women's competition , "I

don 't know if any of them were even last Saturd ay's meet as "one of the
close," said Captain Kate Braemcr best days I've had as a student at
'07. Strong team performances for the Colby." Hale suggests that the crowd
women included an against-thc-odds of Mules fans was the icing on their
win in the chop-chop-saw relay and victory: the fans "really boosted our
morale. It was great
dominating victories
to sec everyone.
in the cross cut comWe'd really like to
petition and log
thank everyone for
decking.
showing, up." '
Taylor Snook '07
and Rachel Terry
After axing local
competition
last
'07, both returning
weekend , ,
from abroad , have
the
added n major boost
woodsmen
luive
to the women's team
turned their attention north of the borfor the latter two
der. "As soon ns
events; Of these two
athletes, Drncmer
Unity was over, we
has said they "arc
were talking about
the strongest pair for
[the University of
the log deck and
New Brunswick' s
meet]," Brncmer
cross cut I hnvc ever
Charlie Hale '06 snid, "We're going
seen."
Drncmer
Captai n to have a lot of combested cvciy female
nnd male contestant
petition. We're pretin the individual
ty sure we're going
disc stack competito do well,"
Hale agrees. "Canadian tennis are
tlon.
pretty
burly. It's a whole other show
Held in conjunction with the
Common Ground Fair, Unity 's com- up there. If we can do well in Canada
petition has become n favorite for we've really come a long way."
Colby's woodsmen. Halo remembers

Canadian teams
are pretty burly.
It's a whole
other show up
there. If we can
do well in
Canada , we've
really come a
long way.

Volleyball takes first loss" to Smith at the MIT v
Invitational; Devlin and Kirby set new records
By LAURA WILLIAMSON
7

STAFF WRITER

The volleyball team traveled down

to MIT this weeken d and cam e . out
with fou r wins and their fi r st loss of
the season .
Friday night the tea m started out

the tournament in a match versus

New Engla n d Sm all College Athletic
Conferen ce rival Bowdoi n College,
defeat i ng them for the thi rd ti m e this
season. They took the Polar B ears i n

four games (30-21, 28-30, 30-18, 3026), with Tri-Captain Caitlin Cleaver
'06 leading the way with 13 kills.
Julie Hike '07 added fou r blocks,
while Jen ny Lawr en ce '09 contributed an impressive 34 assists.
"When we passed well we dominated , but u n fortun ately we did not p ass
well con sistently througho u t the
match. At no point did we feel like
anyone played exception ally well ,
b ut we were still able to persev ere
and come out on top," said' Head
Coach Candice Parent.
In the second match of the evening,
Colby faced Endicott College, beating

them 3-2 (19-30, 30-16, 28-30, 30-16, 30, 12-30, 26-30). "The Smith team is
15-12). Tri-Captain Kaitlin Adams '06 not very big, but they are extremely
was a force in the match with 18 kills, six quick and have a couple of very good
hitters to go along
aces and six blocks.
,"\Ve struggled to get
with their outstanding defense which
goi n g in this m atch
really frustrated us,"
and iri that first game,
Parent said. Though
we could not do anyno one likes to lose
thing right, but it was
it gives the team
inspiring to see Adams
truly fired up and hit- .
• areas to improve on
as they get deeper
ting balls straight
into their season.
down when she found
"They definitely out
herself wide op en ,"
played us and we
Parent said . Cleaver
now
know some of
had 15 kills, 11 digs
our
weaknesses
and two aces on the
which we will work
match, Tri-Captain
out in time for our
Megan Devlin '06
NESCAC matches,"
added 13 kills and 17
Candice Parent Cleaversaid.Adams
digs. Lawrence had an
Head Coach had 12 kills, Devlin
out standi ng match
added 11 kills, while
with career highs of 51
assists, five aces and
Cleaver had 10 kills
five blocks. Libera Kendall Kirby '07 and 16 digs. Lawrence added 26 assists
and 13 digs, and fellow first-year
added 19 digs.
Colby 's fi rst loss on the season came Meredith Lawler '09 had three blocks
in their final match Friday night against in the match.
Smith College. Smith dominated as
Colby finished off the weekend
with
two wins on Saturday against
they took the Mules in three games (22- -

At no point did
we feel like anyone played
exceptionally
well, but we
were still able
to persevere
and come out
on top.

Muhlenberg College, 3-1 (30-13, 3018,21-30,30-27), and Vassar College,
4-1 (30-17, 30-27, 22-30, 30-23). In
the match against Muhlenberg Kirby
set a new school record for aces in a
match with 10, also adding 17 digs.
Cleaver had 15 kills, four blocks and
12 digs. Adams added 10 kills, three
blocks and four aces, while Mariah
Daley '06 had 12 kills in the match. "I
think we started playing better on
Saturday, though I was somewhat disappointed with the inconsistency of
our play. We finally passed the ball
much better, allowing us to run a more
effective offense," Parent said.
In the final match of the weekend, against Vassar, Devlin had 16
kills, three aces and 38 digs (shatter
ing the old school record of 33).
Cleaver had 19 kills, 16 digs and
five blocks, Kirby added four aces
and 20 digs, while Lawrence had 44
assists, 11 blocks and three aces on
the match. "We continued to struggle with consistent play, but we
finally were able to get our key hitters going," Parent said.
Colby will travel to Bates this
weekend.

Students or g anize triathlon , race to re gistered keg
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Ifaren My W

Cross-country runner Prisby has worked her way to becoming one of the
leading runners for the women's team. Prisby finished second at the
Bowdoin dual meet on Saturday, Sept. 24, with a time of 19:12'on the 5k
course. The Colby women swept the top nine spots, crushing Bowdoin 5116. At the University of Massachusetts at Dartmouth Invite on Sept. 17,
Prisby finished third amongst 264 finishers with a time of 18:39, helping to
bring the Mules to a first place finish and smashing her old time on that
course by 50 seconds. Last year, Prisby finished 24th with a time .of 19:29.

The list that hasn 't been added to the 1st

EVERYBODY'S UNDERDOG
By ZACH RUSSEM

Okay, I am as upset as you are
about the trend in the last five years

where every piece of commentary
iseems to*have.been"re'duced ito a list.
Sports is no
exception.
It
began during the
period leading up
to the millennium, when the best
and worst of
everything of the
last hundred , or
even thousand,
years were listed
in every magazine
from
Sports
Illustrated to The
New
Yorker.
Things
have
turned
around
recently, however.
The VH 1 sho w
that listed the best things to happen
each week has been cancelled (or at
least I stopped watching it). With that
said, I feel there has been one list,
well...um, left off the list.
You may not know this about me,
but I am a serious sports music enthusiast. I iove all types of sports music,
from the power ballads of jockjams to
collegiate fight songs to network
theme music. I love how the music
sets the tone for the moment and how
it also reflects the thrill of victory. So
here we go.
Best in game music played in stadium or arena:
1) "Final Countdown" by Europe.
They used to play this nt Madison
Square Garden at the end of Knicks
and Rangers games when there were
actually people in the scats in the mid90s. It is best played when a timeout is
called with less than a minute remaining in the game.
2) "Rock and Roll Part 2" by Gary

Glitter, otherwise kn own as "the hey
song." This one really gets the blood
flowing. It's best played when the
home team take the lead late in game.
3) "Take Me Out To The Ballgam e"
lyrics by Jack Norworth , music by
Albert Von Tilzer. You all know it and
love it. But did you know that
Norworth was riding a New York City
subway train one day in 1908 when he
spotted a sign that said "Ballgame
Tod ay at the' Polo Grounds"? This
inspired the ly rics that were later set
to music by Von Tilzer, despite the
fact that neither Norworth or Tilzer
Ihad/.eyer:, beeiutoia '.basebalbgame at
'•nK?n^%e^6ngv'A*a^'*writi'S8;-" '. '' "" :'

40 "New ark, New

York sung by Frank
Sinatra. I hate the
Yankees but this is the
best post-victory stadium exit song that I
have ever encountered. It almost makes
we want to be a
Yankee fan...almost.
Best college fight
song: There are two
that are so far above
the rest that they are
the only two worth
mentioning.
1) "The Victors!"
by Louis Elbel, written in 1898 for the
University of Michigan by Elbel who
was a student at the time.
la) "Notre Dame Victory March,"
written by brothers John Shea and
Michael Shea; these Notre Dame
graduates wrote the song in 1908.
Best telecast theme music:
1) "Olympic Fanfare and Theme"
by John Williams. The piece was
composed for the 1984 Olympics in
Los Angeles and won a Grammy in
1985, It continues to be a staple of
NBC's Olympic coverage.
2) "Roundball Rock" by John
Tcsh, yes that John Tesh, In 1990 the
then-host of Entertain Tonight composed the theme to The NBA on
NBC. Over the 12 years that NBC
held the NBA television rights the
network played the song about
12,000 times each year. I find it to be
no coincidence that the NBA has
become increasingly unpopular since
the telecast moved to ABC/ESPN
and the song wns discarded.

I love all types of
sports music ,
from the power
ballad s of jock
jams to collegiate fight songs
to network
theme music.
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At left, Matt Birchby '06 follows closely behind Callie McDowell '06 and John Bastion '06 as they compete in the third leg of the student organized triathlon Friday afternoon. At left, Andrew Fitzpatrick '06 races up Miller steps to f inish the event.

Men 's rugby squashes Maine Maritime, 54-0, while
star player leads Bates to 27-5 win over women
By WALTER CAMPBELL
STAFF WRITER

While the women's rugby team
took a tough loss to Bates College this
past weekend, the men 's team , the
men's team crushed Maine Maritime
Academy.
The women's team did not do as
well as they were hoping to, losing to
Bates College by a score of 5-27 on
Saturday, Sept. 24. Their only try wns
scored by Jamie Fierce '07, but the

entire team played well. According to
Captain Nani Phillips '06, "Alanna
Balboni '06 moved from her position
in the back line to the forward pack and
had an aggressive game." Sarah Beldcn
'06's strong tackling helped keep Bates
from scoring more than they did.
Captain Lauren Erickson '06 said that,
"Amanda Douangaphaivong '09 nnd
Knila Saxc '08 both played their first
A-Side games and made a very impressive showing," Neither Philli ps nor
Erickson was upset by the loss, that
they felt that they played well and

I C H O I I t l . I'HUIO

The women s' rugby team was unable to hold off the Bates Bobcats, hut are

happy with the way many of their p layers competed.

because the main reason they lost, "set a great tone for the team right
according to Phillips, was that they from the start." Wheelock also said
were unable to "shut down Bates's star that "scrum half Merle Eisenberg '07
played nearly flawplayer who was
lessly and Eric
responsible for scorBrockmcyer
ing the majority of
played with his
their ties. Without her,
normal aggressivetheir team would not
ness."
have been such a
Brockmeyer
force." Unlike Bates,
made it- clear that,
Colby "did not rely on
while this was an
one individual , but
incredible victory,
played the game as 15,
the team can by no
which is something
means relax and
wc hnvc been working
assume guaranteed
he
said.
Even
on,"
success for the rest
though they lost, the
of the season. "Wc
captains believe they
'06
John
Wheelock
rucked horribly
showed improvement
Captain
and will improve
from last Week and
on that weakness in
now they know what
practice this week.
to work on for their
next game. The men 's team, on the Wc lost a lot of our own boll on rucks
other hand , devastated their opponent, nnd were disorganized. It's a good
Maine Maritime Academy, beating start to the season, but wc will require
them 54-0. In spite of the huge point further improvement to beat teams of
difference, Captain John Wheelock a higher caliber, such as Dowdoin and
'06 said that "Maine Maritime ployed Bates."Wheelock was a bit more optia toiigh game and hover gave up any mistic about their chances this season:
easy points or allowed our team to. "Wo need to get in better shape and
roll over them." Captain Eric clean up our game in the future, but I
Brockmcyer '06 scored two tries, as feel confident about our season."
did Rob Doton '07. Wheelock, Rob
The men's next game is this weekOh '07, Nick Bnzarian '07, Charlie end against the University of Maino
Wilson '07 and Brian Solar '08, who nt Orono. The women will play on
all scored a try each, Spencer Koury Sunday, Oct. 2 at I p.m. at the
'06 and Max Nigrosh '06 played good University of New Hampshire.
defense and according to Wheelock

Maine Maritime
played a tough
game and never
gave up any
easy points or
allowed our
team to roll
over them.
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Tennis starts out strong,
looks to continue success M en 's soccer takes overtime victor y
By NICK BAZARIAN
ADVERTISING MANAGER

The Colby men's and women's tennis teams began their seasons with
many highlights and successes from
new players and veterans alike. Both
the players and Head Coach Mi ke
Morgan are looking to carry the confidence gain ed in the past two weeks
throughout the fall season.
"Both teams had strong starts and
are improving very quickly. If we
take what we have started and carry it
into the fall, we are going to have a
very strong season," Morgan said.
The men began their season Sept. 17
and 18 at the Middlebury College
Invitational. The Mules had the most
semifinalists in the main tournament
draw, as players Bryan Brown '09,
Tim Fuhriman '09 and Alex Chin '09
all made it to the semifinal round of
their respective flights.
Brown fought back for a 2-6, 7-6
(9-7), 10-7 victory over Josh Feinberg
of Bates College in the 'B ' flight
opening round. Brown then took an
easy 6-0, 6-0 win against Skidmore
College's Alex Iselin in the quarterfinals before falling 6-1, 6-0 to Conrad
Olson of Middlebury in a semifinal
match. Furhiman and Chin both lost to
players from Trinity College in the
semifinals after cruising through their

in spor ts, f .
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first two opp onents with dominati ng

performances. .
Zach Schuman '08 lost his first
match of the 'A' flight but recovered
in the consolation round to beat Brian
Marsdon '08 of Trinity^ the 13th
ranked Division III player in the country. Schuman also teamed up with
Mather Neill '09 to defeat Marsdon
and Brett Ramsey, the 10th ranked
Division III doubles team in the country. Brown and Captain Ben Crane '06
also won in 'A' flight doubles with a
victory over a Wheaton College team
and then lost in the quarterfinals.
Cran e said of th e tea m's performance, "We did pretty well overall
as a team. The freshmen really
stepped it up. We' also did well in the
doubles con sidering how young our
team is. In particular, Zach Schuman
and Mather Neill had a huge w in
over the number one seed in the 'A'
draw for doubles."
The women's team hosted Tufts
University on Sept. 17 and hosted the
University of Southern Maine on the
20th. At Tufts, Tracy Nale '07 and
Ginny Raho '06 combined to win at
first doubles an d team Captain Anna
Erdheim '06 took the third singles
match with a 6-2, 4-6, 7-5 win against
Jessica Knez. The Mules lost the
match 7-2 despite the strong play of
the team's veterans.
At USM, the Mu les swept the

• Men 's Tennis
@ ITA Regionals
• Volleyball
.
@ Bates Invitational 7

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1
• Men 's Tennis
@ ITA Regionals
• Volleyball
@ Bates Invitational
• Field Hockey
@ Middlebury
• Women's Soccer
@ Middlebury
• Mien's Soccer
@ Middlebury
• Football
@ Middlebury

'

• Golf
nunrn

.
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Donnie O'Callaghan '06 out jumps a Trinityp layer. The men won the game, 1-0. See the story on page 10.

@ NESCAC tournament
• Men 's Rugby
¦
@ UMaine-Orono
. SUNDAY,OCTOBER 2

Huskies 9-0 with a strong overall team
effort. Nale won at the first singles
spot an d teamed up with R aho to win
at first doubles. Captain Lauren
Uhlmann '06, Erdheim, Raho, Ann a
Jastrzab '08 an d N icole Veilleux '09
also won singles matches.
The Mules also t raveled to
Bow do in College for the ITA

R egio n als tourna m ent last week end. Nale won her opening draw
match before losing in a super tie
breaker in the second round.
Uhlma nn and Er dhei m both lost
to u gh m atches desp ite solid play. In
the doubles bracket, Raho and Nale
won their fi rst round m atchup
agai n st a tea m from B abso n

College before losing to a tough
MIT team i n the secon d round . '
On-Sunday, Oct. 2, the women will
travel to Amherst, Massachusetts for
m atches agai n st both Wesleyan
University and Amherst College. The
men will travel to Williams College on
Friday for the ITA Regionals
Tournament.

• Women's Rugby
' @ UNH
• Crew
@ Lowell, Mass. •
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lank you to Rafael Palmeiro and to Jason and Jeremy Giambi
the Astros into the playoffs. The
y oung Cleveland Indian s have
played their way to the American
league's best record while competing against teams with twice their
payroll. The Oakland Athletics are
trying to make the playoffs after a
dismal start while the Chicago White
Sox are trying to make the playoffs
By Justin Ansel
without suffering a collapse of Cublike proportions. It would be great to
The end of this year 's major just sit back on the couch, watch the
league baseball season promises to games and see how the storylines
be great. The Red Sox are battling and playoff races play out.
However, I can no longer just sit
the Yankees for a playoff spot. Roger
Clemens is pitching as if he is 20 back blindly and watch baseball.
years younger while trying to lead Steroids have finally gotten , in the

DYNASTY SIGNS

way of that. It was a good run
though. I blindly watched as Mark
McGwire an d Sammy Sosa powered
their way into the record books (I
even had a Mark McGwire poster in
my room). I sat in amazement at
Wrigley field as the visiting Barry
Bonds quieted the entire crowd by
hitting the hardest line drive I have
ever seen. I glad ly kicked back during each all-star weekend watching
the plethora of home run balls hit by
various big leaguers at the Home
Run derby. I even went as far as to
defend players on the issue of
Continued on Page 10

Women 's cross country smashes Bowdoin
Bowdoin race point to a very compet- ncrs finished within a minute and
STAFFWRITER
itive season among the CBB schools. twenty-one seconds of the winner. The
"My prediction for the state meet is women's race was even closer; all five
Women's cross-country cruised to that the top three teams are going to be of Colby's scorers were within sixteen
another victory, while Bowdoin separated by no more than ten points." seconds of first place.
Captain Jess Minty '06, who was
Although the team was disappointCollege edged out the Colby men's
team by one point last Saturday in ed with the loss, some members are recently named ECAC Division III
confident that the team is on the verge Women's Cross Country Athlete of
Brunswick.
Captain Dan Vassallo '07 took sec- of pulling out a victory against their the Week, won her second fivc-kilomctcr race of the season with a time
ond place with a time of 26:07, only rivals in Brunswick.
twenty seconds behind Bowdoin's top
"I don 't think that Bowdoin expect- of 19: 10. Karen Prisby '07, Dcvan
runner, Andrew Combs. John Swain ed such n strong showing," Collins Fitzpatrick '09 and Anna King *08
'08 finished third at 26:09 and said, "We clearly showed that we and Elizabeth Petit '08 rounded
Bowdoin junior Owen McKenna , mean business. Nonetheless, it was Colby's top five.
were
very
"We
once one of. the Polar
plcoscd with the results ,
Bears best runners, fin• being only one point
ished a distant fourth.
Captain Jeff Alden
away from a perfect
score of 15 ," snid
'07 took sixth with a
Captain Liz Turner '06,
time of 26:38 and both "
"Smokcy".
who finished seventh
Michael
after running 19:24 ,
Collins '08 and Captain
Fred Bailey '07 finished
"[WeJ arc looking forward to facing Bowdoin
under twenty-seven minutes to give the Mules
on Colby's course during
five runners in the top
the state meet, which is
much more difficult."
nine. The race was evenbut
Overall, eight Colby
ly
matched ,
finished in the
squeaked
past
runners
Bowdoin
HlUlO CUllllltSY OF UltWAIM 1UIINU1
Colby 28-27. The Polar The Colby women take off in a pack at Bowdoin.
top nine as Colby obliterated
the Bowdoin
Bears finished two spots
women's team, 51-16.
ahead of Colby in last
year's New England Small College heartbreaking to lose by one point,"
Thc women's team is ranked sevAlthough Collins gave a solid per- enth in the most recent NCAA
Athletic Conference meet, but the
Mules are primed to challenge them formance Inst Saturday, he believes Division III rankings. Both teams hrc
when the two tenrns f ace off nt the that ha has not yet reached his poten- slated to compete next at the Open
tial as a runner. "I hnvc Improved vast- New England Championships on Oct.
Maine State meet on Oct. 15.
Vassallo, who placed first among ly this season compared to my 8. Held in Franklin Park in South
Colby men for the second straight freshman year," Collins explained, Boston , Open New England's is one
meet, was impressed with the results. "However, I believe that I can of the largest competitions of the year
"It was a tight pack, especially if you improve another 15-20 seconds before forthe Mules, attracting nearly a thousand mnners from schools all over the
look nt those times." Vassallo the season is through."
All five of the men's scoring run- Northeast ,
believes thnt the results of the
By TODD LOHSEN

By DAN SCHUPACK
STAFF WRITER

The Colby field hockey
tea m p icked u p their fi rst wi n
of t h e season by d efeati n g
Husson College 3-0 on
Thursday afternoon. The Mules
opened the scoring early in the
game when first-year Mary
Claire Snediker put the ball
past the Husson defense for her
first collegiate goal. The Mules
offe n se , put constant pressure
on the Husson defense and
extended their lead to 2-0 late
in the half. The goal was scored
OIWMA KONDtlAT/HIE COIOV ECHO
by forward Jess Egan 08' on a The Mules were unable to hold off Trinity last Saturday, but the
women did p ick
pass from junior defender up their f irst win against Husson College with a 3-0 victory.
Emily Lawrence.
Colby's defense played well
throughout the entire game and kept get into a rhythm and to get some
Husson from finding the back of the good shots on net. Eventuall y, the
net. The defense only gave up three Bantams were able to break the Colby
corner balls in the game and goal- defense when senior defender Teagen
keeper Molly Rice '07 saved nil four Hcnwood put a shot ,intp the back of
of the shots on goal that she faced. the net. This proved to be the game
The Mules continued to dominate pos- winner as the Mules were unable to
session of the ball in the second half put much pressure on Trinity 's
and out shot Husson 19-14. The Mules defense with only two good shots on
took advantage of one of their five net in the second half. The Mules
second half penalty corners when defense held strong for the rest of the
first-year
forward
Chelsea game and did not allow another goal.
Roscnhcimcr took a loose ball and Goalie Jamie Enos '08 finished the
shot it in to put the game out of reach. game with six saves for the Mules.
Mollie Kimmel '09
Although they lost the game, the
After defeating Husson on
Dofondor
Thursday, the Mules were back at Mules felt that they came out and
home on Saturday to play the Trinity played well early. "The team came out
College Bantams. Both teams came strong in the first half and it was a over the past two seasons, posting n
into the game 0-2 in the New England tough loss to take. Despite this , we record of 37-3 with two trips to the
Small College Athletic Conference have put it past us and arc now focus- NCAA champ ionshi p game. The
nnd looking for that first lengiie win. ing game at Middlebury on Saturd ay," Panthers arc 4-1 overall nnd 3-0 in the
Both defenses held strong in the first-year defender Mollie Kimmel NESCAC with wins over Wesleyan
beginning of the game and played the said. This game will be a huge test for University, Tufts University and
the Mules, who really need a league Connecticut College. The Mules will
first half to a scoreless tie.
The second half started much like win. Middlebury College has been make the long tri p to Vermont to play
the first, with both offenses looking to one of the best teams in the count ry at Middlebury on Saturday at 11 a.m.

The team came
out strong in
the first half and
it was a tough
loss to take.
Despite this , we
have put it past
us.

INSID E SPORTS

Women » soccer ousts Tr inity

The women nre now tied for second place in
page to
the NESCAC.

Maine Mari t ime mo ma t ch for rugby

The men arc currently undefeated after bentinj
page ii
Manic Maritime 54-0 .
•
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